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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 Consider John, a man who really enjoys coffee. John does not enjoy coffee because of its taste, 
which initially struck him as disagreeably bitter, but he likes the way the drink affects him. Every time he 
drinks coffee, he experiences the same physiological effects: he feels happier, his headaches are 
relieved, reading and writing philosophy becomes easier for him, he feels alert, etc. When John pours 
himself a cup of coffee, he does so with the expectation that the new coffee will have the same effect 
on him as coffee he has had in the past. If he loses track of time and drinks coffee late in the evening, he 
anticipates that sleep will not come easily for him at the accustomed time. If he drinks more coffee than 
he is used to, John expects that coffee’s usual effects will be amplified. Because coffee has consistently 
had effects, E, on John in the past, John grows to expect E with each additional cup of coffee he drinks. 
In other words, although John has only consumed coffee a limited number of times, he generalizes that 
all coffee, regardless of time, place, or situation, will alter his body in a predictable way. We use this 
same type of inference based on experience, known to philosophers as inductive inferences, to draw 
conclusions from past events—we expect that the sun will rise in the morning and that the clothes we 
wore yesterday will fit us today.  
While the habit of inductively learning from past experience is ubiquitous, work by the Scottish 
philosopher David Hume denied that we can justify inductive inferences.1 As an Empiricist, Hume held 
that any idea we have is ultimately traceable back to our sense perceptions. Hume argued that any 
scenario we may imagine or envision, no matter how divergent from reality, is no more than a 
recombination of earlier sense perceptions. As someone born blind has no conception of color, 
empiricism holds that no conception we have includes an idea that did not originate from previous 
                                                          
1
 First in A Treatise of Human Nature (1739, pp. 58-139) and later in the more influential An Inquiry Concerning 
Human Understanding (1748, pp. 14-48). 
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sense data. If we imagine a golden mountain, we are only combining our ideas of gold and mountain, 
both of which came from experience. 
Accepting that our ideas are limited by the scope of our sense perceptions undermines the 
apparent legitimacy of inductive inferences. Hume’s empiricism denies that we know anything beyond 
our experience, but that is exactly what inductive inferences draw conclusions about. To explore this 
point, consider a step-by-step account of what information John has at his disposal and what conclusion 
he draws when he considers drinking a cup of coffee. (Coffee): 2  
1) Every time I have consumed coffee, I have experienced effects E 
2) There is a cup of coffee in front of me that I have not yet consumed 
 
3) If I consume that cup of coffee, I will experience effects E  
 
Hume would allow that premise 1, which states that John has experienced effects E every time he has 
consumed coffee, is knowable because it only relies on information John has already experienced by 
means of sense perceptions. But the conclusion—that a soon to be consumed cup of coffee has E 
effects— surpasses the experience of John, who has not personally witnessed the effects of that 
particular cup of coffee. Even if someone knew the effects that followed the consumption of every 
single cup of coffee until that point in time, that person’s knowledge would not include the effects of the 
novel cup. That is not to say that knowledge of the effects of all coffee is impossible in principle, but it 
                                                          
2
 When applicable, names of formal arguments will appear in parentheses in the paragraph before the first 
premise. I have only named inferences to which I refer in the text. The horizontal bar in each inference can be read 
as “therefore,” and is located where the premises end and the conclusions derived from the premises begin. The 
bar should not be taken to indicate logical validity, as many of the arguments presented below contain fallacious 
reasoning.   
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requires that an entity or set of entities experience every bit of coffee that exists over the entire lifespan 
of the world.3 
As formulated, (Coffee) is what contemporary philosophers call an “ampliative inference.” 
Ampliative inferences have conclusions that do not necessarily follow from the premises but 
nevertheless appear to describe the world. In other words, knowledge is believed to be amplified 
beyond what is already known. The premises of (Coffee) take into account n cups of coffee, where n is 
the number of cups that John has experienced, and the conclusion makes a claim about cup n+1. While 
the conclusion of the ampliative (Coffee) might seem to follow from the premises, it does not follow 
logically. Given the premises alone, it is logically possible that the cup n+1 will have none, some, or all of 
the effects E.  
Even though Hume held that our scope of knowledge is limited to our past and current 
perceptions, we can still conceive of an inference that, if the premises are true, guarantees an 
unobserved cup of coffee will have effects E. In fact, we seem to naturally engage in inferences 
resembling (Coffee’): 
4) Every time I have consumed coffee, I have experienced effects E 
5) There is a cup of coffee in front of me I have not yet consumed 
6) All cups of coffee have the same physiological effects on me 
 
7) If I consume the coffee in front of me, I will experience effects E  
 
                                                          
3
 The philosophical usage of “world” does not reflect common usage. While there is some disagreement over what 
a world actually is, I will be using it to denote an entire self-contained state of affairs. Our world, the actual world, 
includes all matter in the universe in its past, present, and future arrangements. Possible worlds are worlds 
causally isolated from our own in which history, for one reason or another, is different than our own world. 
Examples of possible worlds include worlds in which hotdogs were never invented, gravity is slightly stronger than 
it is in this world, or Mitt Romney had been elected president. 
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By including the third premise in (Coffee’), John infers that all cups of coffee will have an identical set of 
effects on him. Instead of being limited to n cups, the premises of (Coffee’) include every cup of coffee 
that exists in the past, present, or future of our world. Since the cup of coffee in question belongs to the 
set of all cups of coffee in our world, the physiological effects of that cup are guaranteed—provided the 
premises are true. (Coffee’) is a demonstrative inference, meaning that its conclusion is a guaranteed 
consequence of the premises. Demonstrative inferences have conclusions that no state of affairs can 
contradict as long as its premises truthfully describe the world. If we had some way of converting all 
(Coffee)-like ampliative inferences into (Coffee’)-like demonstrative inferences, we would have a logical 
reason to approach the world with the confidence that we naturally do.  
Demonstrating that a given argument is valid (i.e., its inference’s premises necessarily lead to 
the inference’s conclusion) is not the same as demonstrating that the argument is sound (i.e., it is valid 
and its inference’s premises accurately describe the world).  While (Coffee’)-like inferences are valid, 
Hume denied that we can prove their soundness. Specifically, Hume denied that we are justified in 
believing anything resembling premise 3 of (Coffee’). Such premises are principles of uniformity of 
nature—claims that the future will resemble the past.  Here lies the crux of Hume’s challenge: using 
logic without experience is insufficient to prove that nature is uniform, and relying on experience to 
prove the truth of such a premise is necessarily circular. Hume’s problem of induction is therefore the 
worry that (Coffee’)-like demonstrative inferences are not sound and that we have no way of proving 
otherwise.  
 Trying to justify inductive inferences using a priori reasoning, reasoning that does not employ 
experience as evidence, is the problem of trying to prove that coffee will wake John up without 
appealing to past events. A priori reasoning can refer to a number of different methods of inference 
whose soundness only depends on a set of axioms, principles, or definitional equivalence. The systems 
capable of producing a priori knowledge are not themselves discovered prior to experience, but it 
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describes how the truth of a statement is known. Studying the truth of the statement “all bachelors are 
unmarried men” can be done a priori because analyzing the statement only requires knowledge of the 
meanings of “bachelor” and “unmarried man.” Determining the statement’s truth does not require that 
someone check that all bachelors are unmarried because bachelors are unmarried men by definition.  
Similarly, arithmetic, geometry, and formal deductive logic move from premises and axioms to 
conclusions without requiring the user to examine the world to derive the conclusion’s truth. Deductive 
logic is a framework of rules that determine what necessarily follows from a set of premises when the 
premises are connected by certain logical operators (if, if and only if, and, or, not). Deductive premises 
do not point to specific situations but instead stipulate a set of conditions that the world may conform 
to under certain circumstances. If the world conforms to the circumstances established in the premises, 
then the situation necessarily conforms to the conclusions deductively derived from the premises. 
Similarly, math does not discriminate between situations, and only determines what follows when a 
specific mathematical situation is applicable to the world. It does not matter what there are four of, but 
the postulates of arithmetic assure us that we can divide four of anything into two equal groups of two. 
The rules of deductive logic can be augmented in various ways to increase the range of situations 
describable by the system. First-order logic (FOL), which I will use synonymously with deductive logic, 
expands upon the above-mentioned logical operators and lays out a framework to handle the 
quantifiers “every” and “some.” FOL is therefore applicable to situations that ordinary logic is not, and 
can demonstratively infer the consequences about statements such as “every cat hates water” and 
“some men are bald.”  
 A priori systems are insufficient bases for inductive inferences because their strength lies in their 
independence from worldly affairs. Worldly affairs presumably follow the rules of deductive logic and 
math; otherwise the systems would not be as useful as they are. At worst, deductive logic and math 
closely approximate the world in a useful way. For example, the law of excluded middle holds that for 
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any statement, either P or not-P is true—either a cup of coffee has certain effects or it does not.  This 
may not hold at the quantum level, and particles in “superposition” appear to be in multiple states at 
once. In other words, quantum particles are capable of simultaneously being P and not-P. This quirk of 
quantum mechanics means that every event in the world does not conform to deductive logic, but 
deductive logic still appears to be perfectly applicable to the macroscopic world. 
Because a priori systems are independent from worldly affairs, they are not sufficient for 
inductive inferences. As Hume pointed out, that Adam, spontaneously brought into existence, may have 
had significant mental capacity—including a deep understanding of logic, but without past experience, 
Adam would have had no reason to believe that he would have drowned in water or that coffee would 
have kept him awake. The connection between an object’s appearance and its effects on other objects 
or its behavior is only knowable by means of experience because nothing a priori ties causes with 
effects. Hume argued that we know that there is not an a priori connection between the appearance of 
objects’ and their behavior because when we make inferences about an object’s effect, we can always 
conceive of a wildly different effect occurring.  There is no logical contradiction in a cup of coffee that 
causes the person who drinks it to see the world in green or teleports the drinker to Rome, and the 
uneasiness we feel when we accept such possibilities only occurs because we have experienced 
otherwise. Because any number of behaviors from a potential cause is conceivable, Hume held that 
those effects are therefore possible, and nothing prevents effects in nature from being arranged in some 
radically different way.4 Modern Humeans hold that in other possible worlds, coffee has any number of 
effects different from the ones it has in our world. Therefore, even scientists of sufficiently advanced 
technical ability would be unable to conclude that coffee has the effects it does without studying its 
effects on the body because they have no way to determine a priori which possible world they are in.   
                                                          
4
 This logical move, which equates conceivability with possibility, is controversial, but still accepted by many 
contemporary philosophers. I agree with Brian Ellis on the issue: “Conceivability is not a good test for real 
possibility. What is conceivable depends on our mental capacities. What is really possible depends on the kind of 
world we inhabit (Scientific Essentialism 54).” 
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Hume believed that the lack of a priori connection between causes and effects eliminates any 
hope for necessarily connecting sensible qualities with their effects. He pointedly claimed in An Enquiry 
Concerning Human Understanding that: “in vain do you pretend to have learned the nature of bodies 
from your past experience. Their secret nature, and consequently all their effects and influence, may 
change, without any change in their sensible qualities (21).” Because we cannot draw an a priori 
connection between coffee and its effects, our experience only informs us of the effects of a particular 
cup of coffee at a particular time at a particular place. We have no way of knowing if two apparently 
identical cups of coffee will interact with our body in identical ways because there is no demonstrative 
connection between the taste, color, and texture of coffee with the ability to stay up late. John may 
drink thousands of cups of coffee throughout his life, gaining great confidence in coffee’s effects, but 
still be caught off guard when a malicious prankster drops a tasteless psychoactive drug into his cup or a 
waiter accidentally pours him decaf. Even when the substance in question has a clear sensible quality 
attached to a specific effect, such as the tingle of alcohol, we still only draw the connection between the 
sensible qualities and effects of particular objects at particular times.   
Lurking, or hidden, variables will always threaten the demonstrability of (Coffee’)-like 
inferences. Because our understanding of connection between phenomena is limited to our experience, 
there may always be unknown factors at play. All observations we make are of correlations between 
one thing and another. We find that drinking coffee is correlated with feeling awake, and given enough 
repetition we take the two to be causally connected. A correlation repeatedly observed between 
properties A and B is typically taken as evidence for a causal connection between the two (represented 
by the dotted arrow in figure 1). Having observed the correlation between A and B n times, we do not 
know the connection to hold in all instances. As the common maxim goes, correlation does not equal 
causation, and at best we can conclude that A and B have happened together n times, not that A causes 
B. As long as we lack the ability to conclude that the existence of A necessarily leads to the existence of 
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B, there may be a lurking variable C that causes effects A and B in tandem (represented by solid lines in 
figure 1). In such a case, A does not cause B, but the conjunction of A and B is the effect of C. If A and B 
have always occurred together, assuming that there is no C may appear unproblematic, but it puts any 
inference predicting a connection between A and B on shaky ground. If there is ever an instance where 
A is present but C is not, then predicting B would turn out false.  
For instance, imagine that a study found a correlation between caffeine consumption and heart 
disease. This would be taken to support the generalization that coffee consumption hurts cardiac health. 
Pretend that after much fanfare about the dangers of coffee consumption, further study revealed that 
people who drink coffee are more likely to smoke cigarettes and the combination of the two is what 
causes high rates of heart disease. In the example, the third variable at play, cigarettes, caused the 
appearance of a causal connection between coffee consumption and heart disease. Presumably 
inductive inquiry often results in discovering an actual causal connection between two entities, but if we 
are only basing inductive inferences off of correlation, as Hume argued, then we have no way to 
determine if we have found a legitimate causal relationship.   
11 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Example of a Lurking Variable. The solid lines represent actual causality while the dotted line 
represents correlation that may appear to be causation. (Adapted from: Bolstad, William M. 
Introduction to Bayesian Statistics. Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley and Sons, 2004. Print.) 
 
 There do seem to be some situations where our psychological tendency is justified in drawing 
connections between an object’s sensible qualities and the object’s behaviors. Dropped porcelain 
always shatters and heavy coats always eliminate some of the bite of cold air. Even though those 
behaviors are tied to the objects, the connection is drawn by experience and it must rest on the 
assumption that nature is uniform. Connecting the past behaviors of things to the future behavior of 
similar things requires the belief that the future will resemble the past. This belief is driven by past 
experience, and Hume held that any attempt to justify the success of induction a posteriori—by 
experience—is necessarily circular. Predicting that the future will somehow follow past patterns lacks 
any basis without appealing to the fact that past futures have followed the patterns of past pasts.  
Allowing induction to circularly support itself does not work because induction has at least one 
self-consistent alternative that can also circularly support itself. A policy of induction where past trends 
are taken to confirm future trends has an opposite and mutually exclusive counter-inductive policy in 
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which past trends are taken as evidence against those trends in the future (Lange 57). Adopting a 
counter-inductive lifestyle would require great toil and mental anguish, and at its most benign it would 
lead to absurd predictions such as the sun will not rise tomorrow. Despite its absurdity, counter-
induction is just as self-consistent as induction. Induction supports itself because its past successes 
indicate future successes, and counter-induction’s past failures counter-inductively support counter-
induction because its past failures are evidence for its future success. Because of the symmetry between 
induction and counter-induction, one cannot support itself without allowing the same for the opposing 
theory. Either we do not allow the circular bootstrapping of inductive policy or we have to accept that 
past trends both confirm and disconfirm future trends.  
In addition to throwing into doubt the soundness of day-to-day inductive inferences, Hume’s 
problem of induction offers reason to doubt our world view. The arguments that throw the logical basis 
of inductive inferences into doubt show that deductive logic is not sufficient for inductive logic. In other 
words, inductive logic does not have to hold true in worlds where deductive logic does. While deductive 
logic presumably describes events in our world, anyone who wants to claim that our world has some 
underlying behavior conducive to inductive reasoning, must find a justification above and beyond 
deduction. Any such solution must then show that the world has some fundamental law-like behavior 
supporting inductive inferences. If nature does not have law-like behavior—a possibility for any 
philosopher accepting Hume’s attack—then any patterns in nature observed until now have only been 
accidents. Any patterns arising in the world have been coincidental and nature is liable to drastically 
change course at any moment. According to a Humean account of nature, coffee’s effects up until now 
have been contingent and have only occurred by chance, not because of any effect coffee necessarily 
has on human physiology. This is certainly problematic if we hope to learn from experience. If Hume is 
right, we cannot have confidence in inductive inferences because any generalizations we have inferred 
from the past behavior of nature may stop predicting future events at any moment.  
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 In the following chapters, I closely examine a few notable attempts to deal with Hume’s problem 
of induction, and I judge their success on two factors. First, solutions should minimize how many non-
demonstrative steps they require to reach an inductive conclusion. These are points where assumptions 
unsupported by deductive logic have to be made. Non-demonstrative steps include conclusions like the 
one found in (Coffee), postulates, and points at which false conclusions could inadvertently be taken as 
true. Second, solutions are judged on how well they explain why induction is possible. It is one thing for 
a solution to describe a way to infer future events from past events, and quite another thing for a 
solution to explain why we can do so. 
I have provided a detailed look into five solutions to Hume’s problem of induction that I believe 
are worth attention. Solutions based on statistical theory, specifically Bayesian statistics, probably 
deserve a spot at the table, but discussion on such theories requires an understanding of mathematics 
and statistical theory well beyond my own. Of the five solutions I examine, Howard Sankey’s solution put 
forth in “Induction and Natural Kinds” offers the most promise, but only if aspects of the view are 
repaired and built upon. Once Sankey’s solution is placed on a better foundation and expanded in scope, 
his framework is far better at justifying induction than any of the other four solutions covered below. I 
cannot claim I have solved Hume’s problem, but I join the multitude of students of philosophy before 
me who believe they may have gotten closer than anyone else before them. My expansion of Sankey’s 
solution still has a few unanswered questions that prevent its user from knowing the soundness of 
demonstrative inferences based off of experience, but I think it opens up a promising avenue for future 
work. 
Chapter 2 looks at methods that manipulate how general statements are derived from limited 
evidence, namely, enumerative induction, hypothetico-deductivism, and Karl Popper’s deductivism. 
These three systems differ from the others covered below because they take inductive patterns in 
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nature for granted. Chapter 3 examines the hazards of adding additional premises that posit a uniform 
nature and focuses on a postulational approach proposed by Bertrand Russell. The chapter includes 
discussion of postulate based systems and Nelson Goodman’s Grue paradox. Chapter 4 considers a 
proposal of Howard Sankey that combines Hilary Kornblith’s view of natural human inferential abilities 
with Brian Ellis’s account of nature. While Sankey’s proposal is not without problems, I spend Chapter 5 
repairing what I can and explaining what Sankey’s proposal is capable of. With my additions, Sankey’s 
solution to Hume’s problem of induction is quite robust and far outstrips the explanatory power of 
Russell’s postulates. The solution needs to be conjoined by a system capable of forming generalizations, 
and while it does not completely solve a major problem in hypothetico-deductivism, it offers insight into 
the issue. 
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Chapter 2: Forming Generalizations 
 
 
Hume’s problem denies our ability to know whether our inductive inferences are sound, but some 
solutions to Hume’s problem do not solve the epistemic worries, that is, worries about knowledge, 
directly.5 Modeled off of the inductive successes of science, the three methods explained below dictate 
how generalizations are formed from limited evidence: enumerative induction, hypothetico-
deductivism, and deductivism.  Enumerative induction formalizes our most basic inductive tendencies, 
hypothetico-deductivism formalizes the logic behind the scientific method, and deductivism tries to 
remove an ampliative step found in hypothetico-deductivism. Even though these do not explain why 
induction is possible in the first place, if they manage to create demonstrative inferences, then they 
would constitute a successful solution to Hume’s problem. Ultimately, all three fail to provide methods 
for producing demonstrative inferences, and if a solution to Hume’s problem exists, it has to be found 
elsewhere.  
Enumerative Induction 
The simplest method of forming generalizations from observed instances is enumerative induction, 
or simple enumeration.  Enumerative induction formalizes the reasoning that animals seem naturally to 
use to predict patterns in nature. Enumerative induction is not a method of understanding why patterns 
occur in nature; rather it is a simple method of forming generalizations from observations. A user of 
simple enumeration concludes that, without any counterexamples, observing a P that is a Q provides 
evidence that all P’s are Q’s.6 Instances of a correlation provide evidence that the correlation will be 
                                                          
5
 The first three chapters loosely follow the order of topics presented by Wesley Salmon in the first part of The 
Foundations of Scientific Inference. This was by accident, and I believe the topics I cover and the order in which I  
cover them are the best way to present solutions to Hume’s problem. 
6 The way variables are used to represent enumerative induction can be misleading. Variables P and Q are not 
limited to only nouns, such as all cats are mammals, but can include any descriptive word or phrase. For example, 
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observed again in the future. Assuming P’s have been observed to be Q’s, and no observed P has failed 
to be a Q, then the user of enumerative induction turns the observation into a generalization: 
1) All observed P’s are Q’s  
 
2) All P’s are Q’s 
 
By engaging in enumerative induction, our inferential ability is ampliatively expanded from n 
observations of P to all possible occurrences of P. That is not to say that we would know for sure that all 
P’s are Q’s, but because there are no counterexamples to the claim that all P’s are Q’s, we continue 
under the assumption that all P’s (both observed and unobserved) are Q’s.  
In the above example, it is inferred that all P’s in nature are Q’s, but patterns in nature are not 
always that absolute. Some correlations in nature occur with a frequency less than 100 percent. All 
humans breathe, but not all humans weigh less than 200 pounds. Accordingly, there are few different 
ways to formulate enumerative induction so that the derived generalization includes a frequency. That 
way, if we find that only 60 percent of the sampled population weighs less than 200 pounds, then the 
inferred generalization reflects this. Given that n is the total number of observed instances of P’s and m 
is the total number of observed instances of P’s that are Q’s, Hans Reichenbach’s “straight rule” 
enumerative induction takes the ratio  
 
 
 to be representative of all P’s (Bird, Inductive Knowledge 2). 
Given a sample size of 100 P’s, 65 of which are Q’s, a user of Riechenbach’s straight rule concludes that 
  
   
, or 
  
  
, of all P’s are Q’s:  
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
all electrons have an electric charge of -1e and all creatures with a kidney are mortal are both legitimate 
conclusions of enumerative induction. 
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1) 
 
 
 observed P’s are Q’s 
 
2) 
 
 
P’s are Q’s 
 
The conclusions of enumerative induction are not useful on their own accord. Concluding that all P’s 
are Q’s may be intellectually interesting, but the generalization’s value comes from its use in some other 
inference. Suppose that we dissected a wide array of biological organisms, and found that all of the 
dissected organisms that had hearts also had kidneys, and by enumerative induction concluded all 
creatures with a heart are creatures with a kidney. Suppose the presence of a heart is fairly easy to test 
for in living creatures, as it only requires checking for a pulse with a stethoscope. On the other hand, the 
presence of a kidney is considerably more difficult to test. Since we have an inferred generalization, 
namely that all creatures that have hearts also have kidneys, determining if a creature has a kidney 
becomes significantly easier. If we check a creature for a heart and find it, we can infer that the creature 
also has a kidney. Given what evidence was collected, without enumerative induction, inferring a 
creature has a kidney from the presence of a heart would not be possible because we would not have a 
generalization. Without a generalization, we cannot infer to unobserved instances, and our inferential 
ability is limited to what has already been witnessed. If it seems strange that we would need 
enumerative induction to go from our observations to concluding that a creature with a heart is a 
creature with a kidney, it is because enumerative induction (or at least our natural intuitions that are 
formalized in enumerative induction) is so fundamental to our thinking. 
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Enumerative induction is equivalent to a strict interpretation of Nicod’s principle:7 “In the absence of 
other evidence, the evidence that some object is both F and G confirms that all F are G (Maher 50).” 
When used by philosophers to discuss the formation and verification of generalizations, “confirmation" 
is not used in the common ‘all or nothing’ sense. When we use “confirmation” in other contexts, we 
typically mean that the matter is settled and there is no work left to do. Congress confirms Supreme 
Court justice appointments made by the president, and we confirm a reservation at a restaurant. In 
philosophy of science, “confirmation” is used in a different sense—an incremental progression of 
confidence. Suppose we have generalization that predicts that all P’s are Q’s and we have n confirming 
instances of P’s that are Q’s. As the set of confirming instances increases in number beyond n instances, 
confidence in the generalization increases, and confidence in the generalization after n+1 instances of 
P’s that are Q’s is greater than the confidence after n instances. A generalization supported by half a 
dozen instances has less confirmation than a generalization supported by a million instances.  
In sets of infinite numbers of objects or sets where the total number of relevant instances is 
unknown, there will always be a possibility that a derived generalization of enumerative induction does 
not truthfully represent the world (Williams 63). An exhaustive world-wide search for ravens may only 
turn up black ravens, but we would have no way of knowing if a raven had been missed and was living 
somewhere we had never thought to look. If all objects have not been accounted for, then the 
generalizations of simple enumeration are predictive rather than descriptive. Enumerative induction is a 
simple method of forming a best guess about unobserved objects. It is correspondingly ampliative, and 
the conclusion of any use of simple enumeration is not logically guaranteed by the premises.   
Every additional confirming instance confirms the generalization less than the one before it and 
in cases where it is impossible to count all relevant instances, confidence is necessarily asymptotic. Since 
there is no a priori connection between matters of fact to deductively connect the entities in the 
                                                          
7
 named after French philosopher Jean Nicod 
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generalization, no amount of evidence will preclude the conceivability (and perhaps the possibility) that 
counterexamples to any such generalizations exist. Assume that the generalization “any real number n 
plus 1 will result in another real number” is only justifiable a posteriori.8 Using enumerative induction, 
confidence in the infinite scope of real numbers (that is, positive integers or whole numbers greater 
than 0) grows each time an untested number is painstakingly added to the running set of all real 
numbers.  
Confidence in a prediction is measured on a scale between 1 and 0, where 1 is absolute 
certainty and 0 is absolute certainty in the statement’s falsity. Tautologies cannot be false, so our 
certainty in their truth is 1, and because self-contradictions are necessarily false, they have a certainty of 
0 (Skyrms 131). Confidences of 1 and 0 are not fundamentally different because any claim with a 
confidence of 1 can be negated to produce a claim with a confidence of 0 and vice versa. As we will see 
below, confidence of 1 is not limited to tautologies, but our confidence in the infinite scope of real 
numbers can never reach such certainty. If we build a set of observed natural numbers, the set can grow 
indefinitely, but our confidence in the claim that there are infinite natural numbers cannot increase 
indefinitely if we are testing it a posteriori. Either our confidence hits 1 or it does not. Since, for the sake 
of example, we cannot test an infinite number of natural numbers, we can never know whether or not 
every real number has another number after it. Therefore, confidence in the above claim, as well as any 
claim where we either never observe all instances or know if all instances have been observed, 
approaches 1 but never reaches it (Russell 436). Regardless of the number of instances observed, we 
have to accept the fact that a counterexample’s existence has not, nor will ever be, precluded. Note that 
this is not limited to enumerative induction, but applies to any system of verification that employs 
Nicod’s principle or a similar substitute. 
                                                          
8
 Goldbach’s conjecture may be a real case of one such example.  
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The asymptotic confidence of inductive systems results in a scientific version of what 
economists refer to as “the point of diminishing marginal returns.” Because confidence approaches 1 
asymptotically, given confidence c at n instances, the increase in c after n+1 is less than the increase in c 
after n+2. Given enough repetition, the increase in c is negligible and the costs of observing a novel 
instance can quickly outweigh the benefits of the increased confidence. Different disciplines of science 
are well aware of this and most have set 95% confidence (defined as a 5% chance that the generalization 
is actually the result of random chance) as an arbitrary lower bound of acceptable inductive confidence. 
Although science seems to employ hypothetico-deductivism instead of enumerative induction, this still 
applies, with the troubling conclusion that up to one out of twenty accepted generalizations are 
accidental. 
There are two different situations in which the results of enumerative induction have a 
confidence of 1 or 0, but both cases are unenlightening. First, if the generalization being confirmed is a 
universal claim, confidence in the generalization becomes 0 if even a single negative instance is 
observed. If we are trying to confirm that all P’s are Q’s, then it is clearly not the case that all P’s are Q’s 
if we observe a P that is not a Q. While universal generalizations are typically expressed in English as “all 
P’s are Q’s,” because of the way the universal quantification works in FOL, a universal generalization is 
translated into FOL as a conditional statement.  Translated literally from FOL into English, a universal 
generalization reads “for all cases of x, if x is a P, then x is a Q.” In FOL, a universal claim is destroyed by a 
single contrary instance (but not definitively proven by a single positive instance) because of the lop-
sided nature of the material conditional—the if/then relation. If I am testing a claim that all ravens are 
black—which is equivalent to the claim “if an object is a raven then it will be black”— the generalization 
is not contradicted if I see a black object. On the other hand, the generalization is contradicted if I see a 
white raven; it is logically consistent with the conditional that the consequent (black) exists without the 
antecedent (raven) but not logically consistent that the antecedent (raven) exist without the consequent 
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(black). “All ravens are black” does not claim that all black objects are not ravens. Since universal 
generalizations predict that all instances of the antecedent will conform to the consequent, a single 
antecedent that does not conform to the consequent reduces generalization’s confidence to 0. Such a 
situation can be used to create a probabilistic inductive inference in the style of the above-mentioned 
Reichenbach’s straight rule. Nevertheless, by doing so, the generalization would again have a larger 
scope than confirming instances, and confidence would no longer be 1. 
  Generalizations derived by enumerative induction can also have a confidence of 1 if every 
possible instance of a generalization has been observed. When every member of a population is 
measured, then confidence in a claim about that population is 1 (Hakes). In finite sets, simple 
enumeration reaches a confidence of 1 if and only if all members of the set have been observed and 
conform to the generalization under scrutiny. If the generalization that “all great apes currently in the 
San Diego Zoo are gorillas” is true but unknown, an observer can take the time to examine every great 
ape in the zoo and determine the truth of the claim. At the same time, a generalization that contains a 
proportion such as “
  
  
 of all great apes currently in the San Diego Zoo are gorillas” can be proven or 
disproven with absolute confidence if the population as a whole is found to conform or not conform to 
generalization’s proportion. This special use of enumerative induction is of little use because no new 
information is inferred by simple enumeration. The information found in the simple enumeration’s 
premises, “all great apes currently in the San Diego Zoo are gorillas” is identical to its conclusion, “all 
great apes currently in the San Diego Zoo are gorillas.”   
In nature, there are presumably observed patterns that occur because of some natural law and 
there are some observed patterns that are mere coincidences. There appears to be a fundamental 
difference between five pieces of paper bursting into flames at 451 degrees Fahrenheit and five 
consecutive coin flips landing heads. The resulting generalization about paper burning is law-like while 
the resulting generalization about a coin landing heads is accidental. Law-like generalizations describe 
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something true to nature, a pattern that emerged because that is how nature is. Accidental 
generalizations are mistakes of chance, and do not describe real patterns in nature. Unlike the other 
methods in this chapter, simple enumeration cannot distinguish between law-like and accidental 
generalizations because it does not appeal to natural laws. Concluding that all coffee will always have 
certain effects because those effects have occurred every time coffee has been consumed does not hint 
at an underlying connection between the nature of coffee and the physiological causes of its effects. 
Explaining the world in terms of correlation, as enumerative induction does, cannot differentiate 
otherwise explainable phenomena from mere coincidences.  
Disregarding underlying reasons for a pattern can certainly cause problems, as a chicken being 
fattened by a farmer never suspects that one day food will be replaced with an axe. The matter is 
frustratingly fuzzy because some inferences using simple enumeration work extremely well. For 
instance, molecular biology successfully uses similarities in protein shape between species (often at 
great evolutionary distance) to infer similar molecular function. Some of the underlying causal forces are 
understood, as protein shape is known to be responsible for functionality. In some systems, however, it 
is still extremely unclear among molecular biologists how specific protein structures lead to specific 
cellular effects beyond known instances of analogous shapes leading to analogous function.  
Enumerative induction’s inability to differentiate law-like and accidental generalizations is a 
result of its ease of use and therefore should not be seen as a reason not to use it. As John Norton 
points out: “enumerative induction has become the flatulence of the philosophy of science. Everyone 
has it; everyone does it; and everyone apologizes for it (Inductive Generalization 20).” It is an incredibly 
effective way to amplify our knowledge beyond observed data, and because it is known to be 
problematic, statisticians have developed numerous ways to quantify the confidence we are justified to 
have in a given conclusion. In a sense, even evolution relies on enumerative induction by taking the 
success of present reproductive strategies as indicative of success of future reproductive strategies. 
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At the same time, enumerative induction is not robust enough for modern scientific 
advancement. Many of the great advances in science have involved the discovery of novel types of 
entities (e.g., atoms) and the adjustment of concepts (e.g., the shift from a Newtonian account of gravity 
to an Einsteinian account of gravity). The limits enumerative induction places on language are too great 
for such advancements, because all terms are mirrored on either side of the inference. Left by itself, 
enumerative induction must employ primitive, or undefined, predicates because there is no mechanism 
for the method to discover new predicates or to define predicates in terms of others. If science hopes to 
offer an account of the world more robust than mere correlation, it has to look elsewhere for a system 
that can posit the existence of entities. 
 
Hypothetico-deductivism 
Capable of assuming the existence of novel entities, hypothetico-deductivism builds off of 
enumerative induction by adding both logical and methodological sophistication. Hypothetico-
deductivism describes the scientific method’s process of forming hypotheses and confirming the 
hypotheses through experimentation. The foundation of hypothetico-deductivism is an interpretation of 
Nicod’s principle that is broader than the one found in enumerative induction. This broadened Nicod’s 
principle holds that:  
In the absence of counterexamples, the observation of anything that is entailed by a theory 
(that is, anything that deductively follows from the theory) confirms the theory. 
 
 Therefore, the terms in the generalization do not have to be identical to the terms in the confirming 
evidence. With this principle, an observation of a four-legged cow can support the generalization that all 
land mammals have four limbs, or the hypothesis that humans only hear sound between the 
frequencies of 20 Hz and 20,000 Hz can be confirmed by testing if a subject hears a sound at 10,000 Hz. 
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Hypothetico-deductivism also includes a principle of equivalence. The principle of equivalence holds that 
if a statement Q confirms a statement P, then Q also confirms any statement logically equivalent to P 
(Maher 50). There are likely multiple ways of documenting identical laws of nature, and the principle of 
equivalence allows hypotheses with identical predictions to be confirmed regardless of how they are 
formulated. Combined, the two positions lead to a biconditional that sits at the heart of hypothetico-
deductivism (where E is evidence and T is a theory): E confirms T if and only if T entails E. 
Hypothetico-deductivism is as much of a methodological framework as it is a logical one—a fact 
not apparent given the above biconditional. The system combines known information about the world 
with a hypothesis or theory to infer predictions about the world. The predictions are checked for 
accuracy, and the hypothesis is confirmed if the predictions match up with observed data.9  A useable 
hypothesis is a conditional following an if-then pattern applicable to unobserved instances and 
counterfactuals—hypothetical situations in which generalizations still have predictive power. The 
hypothesis acts as an algorithm that takes in relevant information about the world and has an output 
that makes a prediction. A hypothesis transforms an input (relevant background information) into 
output data (inductive prediction), and how an input is converted into an output depends on the details 
of the hypothesis. The process of forming a hypothesis does not follow a rigid system. The process is 
necessarily creative and attempts to make a best guess at explaining observed regularities. 
After a hypothesis is formulated, known contingent background information is considered in 
light of the hypothesis. Because the hypothesis is predictive, the conjunction of background information 
and hypothesis entails predictions about facts beyond those found in the background information. The 
predictions of a hypothesis are compared to what is actually true in the world. If the evidence matching 
the predications is found, then the hypothesis is incrementally and asymptotically confirmed. If evidence 
                                                          
9
 The distinction between hypotheses and theories is irrelevant to discussion and the two will be used 
interchangeably. When used in science, the distinction is fuzzy, and what distinction there is does not matter to 
hypothetico-deductivism.  
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matching the hypothesis’ predictions are not found after repeated attempts, then the theory is 
considered disconfirmed and a new theory is created to try to explain the phenomenon in question. To 
summarize, predictive hypotheses (such as Kepler’s laws of planetary motion) are combined with facts 
of the world (Uranus’s historical position and speed) to predict future events (Uranus’s future orbit). If 
supporting evidence is found (Uranus is where it was predicted), the hypothesis is confirmed, but if 
supporting evidence is not found (no planet is found at the predicted location), then the hypothesis is 
thrown out and the process repeats. 
The backbone of hypothetico-deductivism can be easily formalized into (H-D), where T is a 
theory, B is background information, C is a consequence of the theory and background info, and E is 
evidence. (H-D): 
1) (T and B) entails {C1 and C2 and C3 and C4} 
2) E  
3) E is equivalent to C2 
4) E confirms T if and only if T entails E 
 
5) E confirms (T and B) 
 
Inferences using (H-D) can have much larger scopes than their enumerative induction counterparts 
because novel terms can be “invented” as part of the postulated theory T or consequence C. The theory 
does not need to include terms that have been entrenched by existing knowledge, and can include novel 
entities as long as they can be combined with background information to provide a set of testable 
predictions. The set of consequences of a theory, {C1 and C2 and C3 and…Cn}, can also include novel terms 
if and only if there is some way to map observable data to the novel terms. The postulation of novel 
entities is where some of the greatest achievements of science have occurred, because the postulation 
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of entities has allowed scientists to explain phenomena that were otherwise inexplicable: tectonic 
movement explains earthquakes and subduction zones, DNA explains biological heredity of physical 
characteristics, and atoms explain Brownian motion. Even though hypothetico-deductivism is capable of 
positing novel entities, it is by no means a required part of the process, and enumerative induction can 
be subsumed under hypothetico-deductivism as a class of inferences in which the theory is a strict 
generalization of the evidence. 
At its core, the scientific method seems to be a close variation of hypothetico-deductivism. 
Some scientists use the competing model called “strong inference;” the model of strong inference uses 
multiple instances of hypothetico-deductivism in parallel to formulate, as well as eliminate, multiple 
competing hypotheses to minimize bias for one hypothesis over another (Platt 347). The ubiquity of 
hypothetico-deductivism in science offers historical instances of the process’s success at deriving 
generalizations from observations. Before Neptune was discovered, Uranus’s orbit was found to deviate 
from what was predicted by the known laws of planetary motion, the history of Uranus’s orbit, and 
location of other planets. An undiscovered planet beyond Uranus’s orbit of a specific size and location 
was found to be consistent with Uranus’s orbit and the planet’s existence was posited. The orbit 
entailed by the postulated eighth planet was checked, and the entailment correctly predicted the size 
and location of Neptune.  
 Despite its ubiquity in science, hypothetico-deductivism is built around a fallacy of deductive 
logic. As formulated above, hypothetico-deductivism has the appearance of eliminating induction from 
science because it moves deductively from the theory to evidence. However, there is a problem 
concealed in the aforementioned biconditional: “E confirms T if and only if T entails E.” When we 
remove the talk of entailment, hypothetico-deductivism utilizes a logical fallacy by virtue of using 
Nicod’s principle, namely the fallacy of affirming the consequent: 
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1) T then E 
2) E 
 
3) T  
 
This is where hypothetico-deductivism loses its demonstrability. Affirming the consequent is fallacious 
because the material conditional is “lop-sided.” In a standard conditional (if p then q), the existence of 
the antecedent confirms the consequent but not vice-versa. The existence of the consequent does not 
require the existence of the antecedent, so it is possible to have an instance where evidence for a theory 
exists but the theory is not true. Regardless of how many confirming instances of a theory T are 
observed, it is always a priori possible that T ’, T and a second theory R, or even an unrelated theory Q 
actually reflects the laws of nature. A proponent of hypothetico-deductivism (or enumerative induction) 
could argue that the ingrained fallacy is just the cost of gaining knowledge without any a priori 
justification. 
Even if the fallacious reasoning can be explained away as a necessary step in induction, (H-D) 
has a couple of problems that remove some of the method’s attractiveness. (H-D) is not as flawless as 
philosophers of science would hope, and the method has had to adopt a number of caveats and 
alterations to remain viable under attack. Some recent formulations of (H-D) include the caveat that T 
alone cannot entail E because it would allow a theory to be confirmed in two unwanted instances 
(Gemes 699). First, if T is self-contradictory, any statement can be confirmed from the theory. In 
deductive logic, there is a counterintuitive logical move called the contradiction elimination that allows 
any statement whatsoever to be derived from a contradiction. If the premises contradict one another, 
then from those premises, any statement is true. Therefore, if a theory T is self-contradictory, any 
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statement (including evidence E), is entailed by the theory. In such a case, every possible bit of evidence 
supports the theory and it is logically impossible to produce a disconfirming instance. 
Second, if a theory can entail evidence without background information, it is either a tautology 
or already contains background information. Although the definition of a theory is a murky one, it is 
widely considered that a theory must have predictive power over unknown and counterfactual 
situations. A theory must be able to predict states of affairs in unobserved instances and other possible 
worlds with identical laws of nature but different arrangements of matter and energy. If theory T had 
the power to entail E without any information about our world, T must either contain background 
information and lose its ability to predict counterfactuals, or be vacuously true (it only confirms laws of 
deduction). In cases of the former, it is most likely that T actually contains an implicit or explicit 
conjunction that can be split into a theory and background information. In the case of the latter, any 
object, regardless of the state of affairs, would confirm T, offering no knowledge about the actual 
world’s state of affairs. This would include any tautology such as any object is a raven or is not a raven.  
Hypothetico-deductivism is not perfect, and unwanted theories can accidentally be confirmed 
by method. If evidence confirms the conjunction of T and B, then the evidence also confirms T, B, and A 
where A is any sentence consistent with T and B (Glymour 322). When a scientist uses (H-D), evidence 
such as “Neptune has such and such an orbit” can confirm the conjunction of known conditions with a 
theory that posits Kepler’s laws of planetary motion and Mormon theology. While it certainly is the case 
that Neptune’s orbit supports Kepler’s laws, there is nothing barring it from also confirming any other 
arbitrary statement consistent with Kepler’s laws. The example may seem self-defeating because any 
instance of such would be immediately obvious to a user of (H-D), but there is no clear, universal way to 
prevent any theory from having a larger scope than what is actually confirmed by evidence. It may be 
the case that Kepler’s laws actually say more about the universe than is actually true. There is no clear 
way to preclude the possibility that many of our theories have smaller scope than they have been given 
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credit. Where a theory predicts something of all instances of P, the theory may only hold true for some 
subset of P, and such a theory would appear true if only that subset of P has been tested. Once the 
theory had been accepted, the error would only be discovered if we accidentally came across evidence 
suggesting that a theory did not hold true in all the situations we gave it credit. 
 There does not seem to be a way to prevent false but consistent theories to be proven, but 
there are acknowledged problems with hypothetico-deductivism that are repairable. Given (H-D), only 
the conjunction of the theory and background information is confirmed. The theory itself is not 
supported because the theory can only be tested in terms of background information. This has lead Paul 
Horwich to add (H-D*) as caveats to (H-D). Given evidence E, theory T, and background information B, E 
confirms T relative to B if and only if: 
1) E = (E1 and E2) 
2) (B and T and E1) entails E2 
3) (B and E1) does not entail E2    (Horwich 58) 
 
As the generalization is a conditional, e.g., (if an object is a P, then it is a Q), the confirming fact 
is therefore a conjunction (such as there exists an object that is a P and a Q)). (H-D*) splits the two parts 
of a conjunction into E1 and E2. This formulation allows the theory itself to be entailed by evidence 
instead of the theory and background information, as (B and E1) does not entail E2 while (T and B and 
E1) does. This does not solve the earlier problem; any consistent statement can still be snuck into the 
conjunction in caveat 2 of (H-D*) and therefore be confirmed by any successful use of (H-D*). Any 
successful fix of (H-D*) would have to restrict the uses and factorizations of E into E1 and E2 and as Ken 
Gemes points out, this has no easy solution (700-702).   
Since science is using something close to hypothetico-deductivism and hypothetico-deductivism 
can fallaciously confirm certain statements, then there is reason to suspect that the collected knowledge 
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of science contains accepted but incorrect hypotheses. While it is the case that research often supports 
an incorrect hypothesis with accurate data, the scientific method has secondary steps associated with 
hypothetico-deductivism that use peer review to screen research for potential fallacies. When a 
researcher sends a paper to publication, the hypothesis becomes a candidate for acceptance. Members 
of the field examine the paper for logical inconsistencies, such as an extra claim in the hypothesis that 
isn’t actually confirmed by the evidence. If the hypothesis and supporting evidence is found to have a 
logical inconsistency, the paper is retracted, and the hypothesis is discarded pending further 
confirmation. This process is far from perfect, as some incorrect research takes years to be successfully 
refuted, often at great cost to many people. 
 
The Raven Paradox 
The Raven paradox arises out of an apparent contradiction from the conjunction of the two 
principles of confirmation used in hypothetico-deductivism—Nicod’s principle and the equivalence 
principle (Fitelson and Hawthorne 2).10 The raven’s paradox holds for both the narrow form of Nicod’s 
principle found in enumerative induction and the broad version used in hypothetico-deductivism. The 
strict version of Nicod’s principle holds that in the absence of other evidence, observing a P that is Q 
confirms that all P’s are Q’s. The broader version holds that in the absence of counterexamples, the 
observation of something entailed by a theory entails that theory. Second, the equivalence principle 
holds that if any statement A and any statement B are logically equivalent, then evidence that confirms 
A also confirms B. Given these two principles, an apparent paradox arises, namely, someone can use an 
object that is neither black nor a raven to confirm that all ravens are black.  
                                                          
10 I apologize for the technicality of this section. The Raven paradox is best understood in terms of 
symbolic logic, and I have tried to make this section understandable without it. For those who do not know the 
formal rules of FOL, they are fairly easy to intuit, and thinking through what a claim entails should closely 
approximate a rigorous treatment. 
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Using hypothetico-deductivism, observing a black raven seems, at first glance, to be the only 
way to confirm the hypothesis that all ravens are black (∀x (Rx → Bx)).11 This intuition ignores the 
equivalence principle; all ravens are black (∀x (Rx →Bx)) is logically equivalent to the contrapositive all 
non-black objects are non-ravens (∀x (~Qx →~Px)). Any time it is true that all ravens are black, it is also 
true that all non-black objects are non-ravens, and anytime it is true that all non-black objects are non-
ravens, it holds that all ravens are black. In deductive logic, conditional sentences can be translated into 
logically equivalent sentences using the inclusive “or” relation. The inclusive “or” (the disjunction 
operator), is true when one or both of the sentences are true. When the conditional all ravens are black 
is translated into a disjunction, it is logically equivalent to the disjunction that all objects are either black 
or not a raven ((∀x (~Rx v Bx)). This disjunction is true if and only if all objects satisfy any one of three 
criteria: (1) not a raven, (2) black, or (3) a black non-raven. Therefore, given the equivalence principle 
and hypothetico-deductivism’s broader reading of Nicod’s principle, any observed instance of either a 
black raven (Ra  ∧ Ba), a non-black non-raven (~Ba  ∧ ~Ra), or either a non-raven or a black object (~Ra V 
Ba) confirms that all ravens are black. In other words, every object that is not a non-black raven supports 
the generalization that all ravens are black. It is certainly counterintuitive (to say the least) that we can 
refute the existence of non-black ravens by simply cataloguing all the objects in our house.  
When it comes to the Raven paradox, enumerative induction’s simplicity is a blessing. If 
enumerative induction used a broader version of Nicod’s principle (Goodman rejects an interpretation 
that says induction moves contrary to deductive rules (67)), or employed the equivalency principle then 
enumerative induction would have to deal with the Raven paradox.  
 There are a number of ways to dissolve the paradox. First discovered by Goodman, the 
confirming instances above (black ravens, non-black non-ravens, and black non-ravens) tacitly support 
more than just the theory that all ravens are black—a fact ignored because we are smuggling in 
                                                          
11 To aid reading for those who understand symbolic logic, I have included translations in parentheses 
after relevant phrases.  
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information forbidden by Nicod’s principle (70-71). In the formulations used here, Nicod’s principle 
states that confirmation occurs in the absence of counterexamples. We ignore the evidence supports 
more than one generalization because we know the other generalizations to be false. For instance, 
without other evidence, a non-black non-raven (~Ba ∧ ~Ra) confirms that all non-ravens are non-black 
(∀x ~Ra →~Ba) and that nothing is black or a raven (~Ex (Rx V Bx)). Goodman argued that we do not 
consider the conclusion that nothing at all is black or a raven because we know it is false. The evidence 
we use to prove it is false, however, does not come from the observation of a black raven—it comes 
from our everyday experience. Without outside data, a black non-raven (~Ra ∧ Ba) confirms all ravens 
are black (∀x (Rx →Bx)), all non-black objects are not-ravens (∀x (~Bx →~Rx), all ravens are not black (∀x 
(Rx →~Bx), and all non-black objects are ravens (∀x (~Bx →Rx) (Scheffler 284-288).  
This seems to have made a mess out of confirmation, but the situation is not as dire as it 
appears. Even though observing a black non-raven without any other relevant information confirms four 
competing generalizations, confirmation in this sense is not an all or nothing affair. When gathering 
information, we can remain agnostic between the four entailed generalizations until other relevant 
information is uncovered. Observing a non-black non-raven would destroy the forth generalization 
above—all non-black objects are ravens ((Ax (~Bx → Rx)). But, to eliminate the possibility that all ravens 
are not black ((Ax (Rx →~Bx)), we would actually have to observe a black raven. Although a non-black 
non-raven still confirms that all ravens are black, the variety of evidence plays an important role 
ensuring that the set of evidence only confirms one generalization. We cannot eliminate some of the 
possible generalizations without actually observing a black raven, and therefore probably cannot get 
away with observing all the objects in our house. 
 With one hurdle out of the way, the original one still remains: Nicod’s principle and the 
equivalence principle still allow us to incrementally confirm that all ravens are black by observing a non-
black non-raven. Two responses to the Raven paradox are worth mentioning. First, Carl Hempel in his 
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essay “Studies in the Logic of Confirmation” that a non-black non-raven does confirm that all ravens are 
black and denied that there is a paradox in the first place. Hempel demonstrated that the generalization 
“all ravens are black” actually makes a claim about all objects in nature; all objects are either not ravens 
or are ravens that are black (∀x (~Rx V (Rx then Bx)) (Hempel, Aspects 18-20). Therefore, the 
generalization splits the world into three categories, non-ravens, black ravens, or counterexample non-
black ravens. Either an object rejects the generalization by being a non-black raven, or it supports the 
generalization by either being a black raven or a non-raven. Hempel therefore concluded the paradox 
only appears to be a paradox because we ignore that that “all ravens are black” has the same 
predictions as the more explicit “all objects are either not ravens or black ravens.” 
Willard Van Orman Quine’s solution of the Raven paradox instead depends on the notion of 
natural kinds. According to Quine, a weaker than necessary version of Nicod’s principle causes the Raven 
paradox, and non-black non-ravens do not really confirm that all ravens are black. Nicod’s principle fails 
to take into consideration natural kinds’ role in induction, Quine argued, and should be reformulated. 
Quine held that the generalization “every F is G” is confirmed by an instance of F and G if and only if F 
and G are natural kinds. The notion of natural kinds will be explored in some detail later, but they are 
types of things that are categorized by nature rather than our own conceptual schemes. Atoms are 
ostensibly natural kinds because they appear to be a real category of things in nature. Phlogiston is not a 
natural kind because the phenomenon that phlogiston was supposed to explain was really a mixture of 
other, real phenomena. Quine believed non-black and non-raven are not natural kinds because there 
are no non-black and non-raven objects in nature; non-black and non-raven are just artifacts of logic and 
language. Since the properties non-black and non-raven do not map to natural kinds, they do not 
confirm any hypotheses according to Quine. Therefore, since the color black and ravens are natural 
kinds, only a black raven can confirm all ravens are black. (Fitelson and Hawthorne 4-6) 
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Quine’s solution has implications beyond the Raven paradox. First, it offers a direction to bolster 
enumerative induction. Enumerative induction, if limited to natural kinds, and if natural kinds possess 
some sort of intrinsic causal properties, then simple enumeration could catalogue the underlying 
intrinsic properties of natural kinds without understanding them. For instance, if water and gravity are 
taken to be a natural kinds, then the induction “it has always been the case that water is inclined to run 
downhill, so therefore water will always be inclined to run downhill” has something fundamentally true 
about it and carries the law-like weight we think it should. In addition, by limiting hypothesis’ scope to 
natural kinds, then it may be that hypothetic-deductivism can formulate a way to identify and stop the 
inclusion of irrelevant information into a hypothesis. This only kicks the problem down the road, as a 
hypothesis could still contain extraneous conjunctions of natural kinds. A natural kind solution needs to 
be more robust and somehow dictate what conjunctions are valid and which are not.  
 
Deductivism 
 
A lot of weight in the discussion up until this point has been placed on Nicod’s principle, and 
rightly so—Nicod’s principle is the linchpin that drives our inductive inferences. However, Nicod’s 
principle flies in the face of deduction and is exactly the sort of principle Hume thought was unjustified. 
As there is no widely accepted justification for induction, scientists aware of the problem appear to 
disregard it as a meaningless quibble between philosophers. In a work that proposed an alternative to 
hypothetico-deductivism, German philosopher Karl Popper accepted Hume’s conclusion that a principle 
of induction—a statement “by which we could put inductive inferences in a logically acceptable form”—
is impossible, but Popper maintained that science was still a feasible endeavor (Popper 28).   
Throwing out the concept of incremental confirmation, Popper believed elimination was the one 
force that could drive scientific progress forward on firm logical footing. Rejecting every facet he saw as 
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inductive, Popper formulated a method of scientific progress called deductivism.12 While deductivism is 
closely related to hypothetico-deductivism, it eliminates the step in hypothetico-deductivism that 
Popper thought moves inductively, namely, the move from individual instances to generalizations. While 
the rest of hypothetico-deductivism is deductive, as seen above, the move from observations to 
generalizations requires the fallacy of affirming the consequent. The deductive cornerstone of 
hypothetico-deductivism, by which predictions are derived from the conjunction of theories and known 
conditions, is retained because the move is crucial to scientific progress. Because universal theories are 
unobservable while the entailed individual instances are not, individual testable predictions are the only 
way to test the truth of hypotheses. 
Because empiricism holds that we may only know what we have experienced, we cannot know 
the truth of theories in the same way that we know the truth of an individual instance. We can know 
that there is a black raven because we can observe a black raven, but knowing that all ravens are black 
requires that we observe an impossibly large number of ravens. Even if we did observe every raven that 
we thought existed, there may be ravens lurking in places we had not thought to check. Therefore, the 
best we can do is check to make sure a theory is not wrong by comparing the consequences of a theory 
to observable objects or events. Deriving consequences of a theory falls under the scope of deductive 
logic, but the only available deductive moves use the material conditional and the biconditional. The 
material conditional (the “lop-sided” if then relation) and biconditional (x if and only if y) do not require 
that the antecedent theory holds true in the world, but rather hold that if the antecedent is true the 
consequence will be as well. A theory may or may not be true, and the material conditional and 
biconditional only describe what would follow if the theory were true.  The biconditional cannot be used 
in a purely deductive science because using it to defend theories would implicitly affirm the consequent.  
                                                          
12
 I identify deductivism with its founder, Karl Popper, because I explore his particular account as described in The 
Logic of Scientific Discovery (pp. 27-56). 
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 Hypothetico-deductivism and enumerative induction use individual observations to 
incrementally confirm generalizations. Because we can only know whether or not the consequences of a 
theory exist, it seems as if using confirming instances to verify the theory is the only way to proceed. 
Incremental confirmation of a theory is not as logically innocent as it appears because it uses the fallacy 
of affirming the consequent. Given theory T and evidence of theory E: 
1) T then E 
2) E 
 
3) T is incrementally confirmed  
 
The move is fallacious because the existence of E does not logically entail the truth of T. Consider two 
competing theories with an identical consequence. The first theory holds that graphite in a pencil tip is 
transferred from the pencil to the paper when sufficient friction occurs between pencil tip and paper. 
The second theory holds that tiny gnomes paint a piece of paper black where the pencil tip touches. This 
example is admittedly a bit extreme, but both theories are confirmed when a pencil is observed making 
a black mark on paper at the point of the pencil tip. By accepting one theory over another even though 
evidence supports both theories, we are moving ampliatively.13 
As Popper accepts Hume’s conclusion that ampliative inferences are unjustified regardless of their 
form, Popper rejects this or any similarly fallacious move. If we are limited to the material conditional, 
there are only so many moves available to Popper. Besides affirming the consequent and the 
biconditional, modus ponens is also off the table because it uses the truth of the theory to determine 
                                                          
13
 A Kuhnian paradigm shift may occur when a field realizes that the theory they have taken to be supported by 
evidence may not actually describe nature. In other words, evidence collected supported both theories T and T’, 
and since T’ was never conceived, the field operated under the assumption that T accurately described nature.  A 
Kuhnian crisis then occurs when the field uncovers evidence that is explained by T’ but not the accepted T.  
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the truth of the evidence. This assumes that we already know the truth of the theory, which is 
impossible, and tells us instead the truth of the theory’s consequences: 
1) T then E 
2) T 
 
3) E 
 
Popper does not abandon modes ponens, as it is the only deductive way to draw predictions from 
theories and background information, even though it reveals nothing about the truth of the 
generalization being tested.  
Because modes ponens confirms the truth of the evidence, not the theory, modus tollens is the 
only avenue that can tell us the truth of a theory in a purely deductive science. It is the only valid use of 
the material conditional that can deduce the truth value of the theory from evidence: 
1) T then E 
2) not E 
 
3) not T  
 
Popper therefore bases deductivism on elimination. Instead of incrementally confirming theories by 
observing instances in favor of a theory, theories are destroyed by observing evidence disproving the 
theory. This corresponds to the fact that observing negative instances of a universal generalization 
destroys confidence in the generalization: 
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1) All P’s are Q’s 
2) a is a P but not a Q 
 
3) it is not the case that all P’s are Q’s 
 
Once the generalization has been contradicted by a negative instance, science has progressively added 
knowledge by ruling out what isn’t the case. In other words, given our knowledge of the actual world, 
the set of all possible worlds that could be the actual world has been trimmed down so that the set no 
longer contains any worlds where that generalization holds. In contrast, methods of verification like 
hypothetico-deductivism assume that the actual world belongs to a subset of possible worlds and 
asymptotically increases the confidence that some world in that subset is actual. 
The user of deductivism looks at a known, but unexplained phenomenon and formulates a list of 
all of the possible theories or hypotheses that could explain the phenomenon. First, the deductive 
entailments of each hypothesis are derived. The entailments of a given hypothesis are checked for 
consistency; if the entailments of a hypothesis contradict each other, then the hypothesis is rejected as 
internally inconsistent. The entailments are checked for internal inconsistencies—that the entailments 
do not contradict themselves. Next, the hypothesis is judged according to whether or not its acceptance 
would constitute a meaningful advancement in science. A theory could fail this test in one of two ways. 
First, a theory could already have stood up against attacks from various directions and therefore not be 
worth testing. Second, a theory may not say anything meaningful about the world and is therefore 
untestable. For instance, a theory postulating the existence of a pig floating around the moon that is 
microscopic, without mass, and invisible does not posit the existence of anything, and therefore should 
be rejected. 
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 If the hypothesis is found to be internally inconsistent or not meaningful, the hypothesis is 
removed from consideration. The user of deductivism then attempts to disprove as many of the 
hypotheses as possible with modus tollens by comparing deductive entailments to observations. Ideally, 
only one disconfirming instance is required to remove a hypothesis from consideration, as that is all that 
is logically necessary to derive the generalization’s falseness. In practice, however, deductivism may 
require a handful of disconfirming evidence to make sure the disconfirming evidence was not a mistake 
by the user. With a hypothesis disconfirmed, the list is pared down. Then, given ideal conditions and 
enough resources, the user eliminates every possible hypothesis except for one. While that one theory 
was not proven with incremental confirmation, no other theories remain to explain the phenomenon. 
Because all other theories have been removed deductively, the remaining theory is demonstratively 
justified to be true:  
1) The complete set of explanations for phenomenon P is {e1, e2, e3,…, en} 
2) By modes tollens, it is not the case that {e1, e2, e3,…,en-1} 
3) en is the only possible remaining explanation of phenomenon P 
 
4) en explains phenomenon P 
 
For example, if an anatomist is trying to pin down the function of blood, the first step in 
deductivism is to formulate an exhaustive list of hypotheses. For the sake of example assume that there 
are only three possible functions of blood: blood carries commands between the brain and body, blood 
is a physical manifestation of sin, and blood carries nutrients throughout the body. The consequences of 
the theories are deduced with modes ponens and checked for testability. Because the second of the 
above options, that blood is a manifestation of sin, is a metaphysical theory and cannot be tested, the 
theory is rejected. Next, every effort is put into disproving the remaining two theories. If the anatomist 
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finds, for instance, that nerves are necessary and sufficient for interactions between brain and body—
which directly contradicts the entailments of the hypothesis that blood carries information between the 
brain and body—then that theory has been disproven. The only remaining theory, that blood carries 
nutrients, is therefore deductively taken to truthfully describe nature.  
Popper realized that deductivism is often impossible in practice because pragmatic constraints 
on scientists prevent certain theories from being disproven. Testing a hypothesis sometimes requires 
unrealistically extravagant funding or techniques that are technologically impracticable. Also, some 
theories run so counter to known information—but for whatever reason do not have disconfirming 
evidence—that they are not worth testing. As formulated above, deductivism cannot show preference 
to one theory over another because no incremental confidence occurs. Without a method of 
differentiating between promising and unpromising theories, deductivism logically must remain agnostic 
about which theory is correct even if one theory has withstood attempt after attempt at refutation. To 
account for this, Popper argues that when a hypothesis has withstood multiple attacks, the tested 
hypothesis is said to be corroborated. Corroboration is an indication that the theory is promising and 
that effort should be made in refuting the other, less-corroborated theories that remain. With the 
concept of corroboration deductivism looks suspiciously like hypothetico-deductivism, but 
corroboration is not verification, as it does not make a singular statement about the truth of the theory. 
Rather, corroboration is a guide to help researchers choose which theories they should spend their time 
trying to refute. 
Broadly speaking, although Popper did not discuss deductivism in terms of possible worlds, the 
goal of deductivism is to take a logically consistent and empirically testable theory and rule out that the 
theory is true in our world—the actual world. Tautologies are forbidden because they are not deniable 
and do not rule out any possible states of affairs. Regardless of which possible world we are in, an object 
will either be blue or it won’t, and acknowledging such does nothing to help discover which possible 
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world is actual. Instead, Popper held that theories that rule out more states of affairs contain more 
information and are better corroborated by individual tests (Popper 269). While creating a theory that 
excludes all but one possible world from being the actual world is arguably the end goal of science, this 
goal is methodologically misleading—a fact that seems to have been missed by Popper. Instead of trying 
to deny a precise theory about our world’s state of affairs, scientists should be trying to eliminate as 
many possible states of affairs as possible in as few strokes as they can. While a theory that picks out 
only one possible world contains lots of information under Popper’s view, it makes little sense to test 
such theories because the number of possible worlds is unfathomably large. Instead, large sets of 
possible worlds, such as worlds that have no green flowering plants or worlds in which water is not H2O, 
should be tested and eliminated. This way, deductive science can rapidly hone in on the actual world. 
Deductivism sidesteps the Raven paradox because it does not take evidence as confirmation of 
the theory. A black raven is of no empirical value for the user of deductivism unless they are testing the 
hypothesis that no ravens are black, and a non-black non-raven is only useful while testing the 
hypothesis that all objects are ravens or all objects are black. A scientist testing the hypothesis that all 
ravens are black would only be interested in finding non-black ravens, and any other instances of ravens 
are irrelevant to the question at hand. 
Wesley Salmon argued that deductivism fails to shake ampliative inference because “modus 
tollens without corroboration is empty; modus tollens with corroboration is induction (Foundations 26).” 
Claiming that modus tollens is empty ignores a basic fact about scientific research: raw data means 
nothing without being logically coupled to a theory. When science accrues data, the data do not self-
evidently determine the fate of hypotheses. Rather, a large portion of scientific effort is dedicated 
towards the practice of analyzing and interpreting data. Granted, modus tollens is demonstrative as the 
conclusion contains no more information than the premises, but the destruction of a theory by 
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application of data in modus tollens still constitutes an advance in knowledge. Knowing what is not the 
case eliminates a number of possible worlds from consideration.  
While corroboration could be used inductively by someone incorrectly interpreting it as 
confirmation, Popper never meant for it to be used to make ampliative inferences. Corroboration is 
nothing more than a roadmap for scientists. Scientists can recognize that theories such as “the earth 
revolves around the sun” have been subjected to scrupulous testing and thereby shift their efforts to the 
denial of competing theories. Granted, by exposing the theory to rigorous testing, deductivism does not 
allow scientists to say that they have proven that the earth revolves around the sun. But, if a principle of 
induction is impossible like Popper contended, scientists using confirmation are not justified in believing 
that they have proven anything. While the confirmation-based scientists think they have proven the 
earth’s position in the solar system, they have no way of knowing that nature will continue indefinitely 
along the path they have observed. 
Despite deductivism’s appeal as a non-ampliative system, the method has been rejected by 
philosophers of science and scientists alike with the exception in a recent resurgence under the title 
“eliminative induction,” most notably by Kitcher (Vineberg 1). The rejection of deductivism is well 
deserved because the theory faces what appear to be insurmountable logical and methodological 
problems. First, the methodology of deductivism places a huge burden on the researcher. The 
comprehensive list of theories has to be a complete set of possible explanations for a phenomenon. If 
any possibility is forgotten or untested then deductivism is not demonstrative: 
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1) The scientist’s complete set of explanations of phenomenon P is {e2, e3, e4…, en} 
2) The actual complete set of explanations of phenomenon P is {e1, e2, e3,…, en} 
3) By modes tollens, it is not the case that {e3, e4, e5,…,en} 
4) e1 and e2 remain possible explanations of phenomenon P 
 
5) e1 explains phenomenon P 
 
The user unwittingly chooses one competing theory over the other because, and by choosing one over 
the other, the premises of the inference no longer guarantee the conclusion. Similarly, to be 
demonstrative, every possible explanation also has to be rejected—regardless of the outrageousness of 
the hypothesis. As long as the astronomer currently possesses no facts rejecting the hypothesis that the 
sun was formed billions of years ago out of sandpaper and rubber, the astronomer still needs to test and 
eliminate the possibility.  
 Second, deductivism is currently unable to accommodate probabilities without a serious 
overhaul; there does not seem to be a way to infer with deductivism that 
  
  
 of all P’s are Q’s. It is not 
clear that percentages of data can be inferred demonstratively in the first place.14 Despite that worry, 
there are two places at which deductivism could place probabilities. First, the probability could be 
placed outside of the hypothesis so that it would read “there is an n% chance that x will happen every 
time y happens.” For this hypothesis to be true, the hypothesis “x will happen every time y happens” has 
to be true only a certain percentage of the time. But, if this were the case, a scientist using deductivism 
would have rejected the hypothesis after the first negative instance and the hypothesis would have 
never gotten off the ground. If the probability was placed inside the hypothesis, such as “if x happens, 
                                                          
14
 I admittedly do not understand the underlying justification of statistics well enough to say whether or not a 
statistical claim about the world can be demonstrative. Supporters of Bayesian statistics claim that the underlying 
epistemology is supported by a priori “Dutch Book” arguments, which suggests that demonstrative probabilities 
are possible. For more information on Bayesian epistemology, see (Talbott). 
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there is an n% chance that y will happen,” a similar problem arises. Instead of testing a single hypothesis 
for elimination, a user of deductivism could eliminate an entire series of identical hypotheses with 
different frequencies. If the hypothesis predicts that n% of x’s are y’s, and it was not the case that n was 
identical to the observed frequency m, then the hypothesis “if x happens, there is an n% chance that y 
will happen” will be disconfirmed. Rarely during scientific research, however, do percentages of sampled 
data exactly reflect the objective frequency of an event. Without overhauling the way elimination is 
carried out, deductivism would eliminate the correct hypothesis, and a hypothesis that had a close, but 
not necessarily identical frequency would be the only remaining option. 
 The real knock-down objection to deductivism is that even if a hypothesis is denied by modus 
tollens, the denied hypothesis can be conjoined with an infinite number of auxiliary hypotheses that, in 
turn, need to be disproven. Consider modus tollens: 
1) T then E 
2) Not E 
  
3) not T  
 
If T is eliminated from consideration, it still may be the case that some auxiliary hypothesis S, when 
conjoined with T is true. Deductivism has only eliminated T by itself and has not eliminated T and S. It 
might appear that deductivism could add a caveat to prevent auxiliary hypotheses from being added, 
but it is not the case that auxiliary hypothesis are always invalid. In many instances, auxiliary hypothesis 
are vital to science in situations that have complicating factors that ensure the situations do not strictly 
fall under laws of nature. For instance, it is a law of gravity that the acceleration of gravity is identical on 
all objects. And yet, if a piece of paper and a stone of identical weights are dropped at the same time 
from a window, the stone will hit the ground first. This does not mean that Newton’s laws of gravity 
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have been disproven, but Newton’s law must be understood in respect to auxiliary hypotheses 
explaining the proportional effect of air resistance to surface area. 
 While hypothetico-deductivism and enumerative-induction are ubiquitous, they have unwanted 
issues that have so far gone unaddressed. Although we naturally seem to engage in enumerative 
induction, we need a more robust system if we hope to discover novel entities. Hypothetico-
deductivism, the method of scientific inquiry, allows the postulation of novel entities, but it can 
accidentally confirm theories unrelated to collected evidence. Because its use is so integral to the 
scientific method, any breakthrough fixing the issues of hypothetico-deductivism issues would have a 
large impact on scientific progress. In addition, confirmational systems of induction can infer asymptotic 
certainty about the truth of a theory if every relevant instance of a theory has not been observed. 
Deductivism, the best bet for eliminating ampliative inference from scientific inquiry and moving beyond 
asymptotic confidence, is deeply flawed. Attempted solutions to the problem of induction are not 
limited to systems dictating the selection of generalizations, and I will now turn my attention to two 
solutions that argue nature is such that inductive inferences are justified and demonstrative inferences 
based off of experience are possible.  
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Chapter 3: Uniformities and Bertrand Russell 
 
The three systems covered above are only three of the more prominent attempts to solve the 
problem of induction by manipulating the way generalizations are derived from empirical data. This 
chapter investigates the tactic of adding additional premises to use in inferences. Instead of relying on 
ampliative inferences to predict unobserved facts, many philosophers have tried to discover a premise 
or set of premises that allow for sound demonstrative inferences about unobserved phenomena.  
First, I explore the difficulties of adding a principle of uniformity of nature to the premises of an 
otherwise ampliative inference. Specifically, I will discuss the Grue paradox,15 a problem that any 
successful principle of uniformity of nature must solve. While Hume argued that principles of uniformity 
of nature can only be justified circularly, I will assume that justification without circularity is in principle 
possible. There have been plenty of philosophers who have endorsed a principle of uniformity, including 
Kant, Mill, and Russell. For instance, Kant argued that such a principle is knowable without circularity by 
means of (the probably non-existent) a priori synthetic knowledge. 
After I discuss the potential pitfalls of such principles, I cover the postulational, or axiomatic, 
approach formulated by Bertrand Russell. Russell developed a set of principles of uniformity that could 
be added as premises in inductive inferences to enhance the power of deductive logic.  The 
postulational system avoids circularity by assuming uniformity rather than justifying uniformity by 
experience. The postulates build an axiom-based science similar to Euclidean geometry by assuming a 
description of nature wherein induction is possible. The solution ultimately falls short, as it is unwieldy 
and does not explain nature in terms of its most fundamental entities.  
                                                          
15
 Originally stated by Nelson Goodman in Fact, Fiction, and Forecast (pp. 72-83). 
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Since the set of all possible worlds is identical with the set of worlds where deductive logic 
holds,16 and Hume demonstrated that deduction is not sufficient for induction, there are possible worlds 
where nature is not predictable. These are logically consistent worlds where past regularities in nature 
are purely accidental because there is no underlying law-like behavior from which patterns emerge. 
Inductive reasoning assumes that we are in a world with underlying law-like behavior; otherwise we 
would not be justified in learning from past experience. If an additional premise can be added to 
otherwise ampliative inferences to create a demonstrative inference, the premise must claim that 
nature is in some sense uniform—certain patterns in nature necessarily hold. For example, if I am 
deciding what toppings to order on a pizza, I may use the following ampliative inference without a 
principle of uniformity (Pizza): 
1) Every time I have had a sausage pizza with caramelized onions on one half, the half with 
caramelized onions has tasted better. 
2) I am about to order a sausage pizza 
 
3) The sausage pizza would taste better if I also ordered caramelized onions. 
 
The premises of (Pizza) do not demonstratively lead to the conclusion that the pizza in question would 
be better with caramelized onions because it would be logically consistent with the premises of (Pizza) if 
a tasted worse with the additional topping. But, when we add a premise that ranges over all pizzas (or 
all sausage pizzas), we can confidently spend the extra money on the second topping (Pizza’): 
 
 
 
                                                          
16
 Any world where deductive logic does not hold is considered an impossible world rather than a possible world 
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1) Every time I have had a sausage pizza with caramelized onions on one half, the half with 
caramelized onions has tasted better. 
2)  I am about to order a sausage pizza 
3) For any two pizza toppings q and r, if a pizza with topping q has tasted better with r in the 
past, then all pizzas with topping q will taste better with r. 
 
4) The sausage pizza would taste better if I also ordered caramelized onions. 
 
Premise 3 of (Pizza’) is only a specific example of what the principle of uniformity hopes to accomplish. 
Instead of ranging over specific types of objects or events in the world, a principle of uniformity of 
nature theoretically accounts for all law-like behavior in the world. Since induction is impossible if the 
world’s nature is not somehow uniform, an additional premise (or small set of premises) proposing such 
places our world within the set of those worlds where induction leads to knowledge.17 
  The actual principle of uniformity needs to be carefully formulated, as the large scope of the 
principle can be problematic. Consider premise 2 of (Nature): 
1) Nature is such that future events will always resemble past events 
2) The set of past events is {a, b, c, d…} 
 
3) All future events will resemble {a, b, c, d…} 
 
This principle is far too weak for present purposes. First, the term “resemble” is fundamentally 
subjective, and it is possible that two events in nature superficially resemble one another but have two 
                                                          
17
 John Stuart Mill split up the principle of uniformity of nature into lots of smaller principles ranging over specific 
types of events in nature. While opponents accuse Mill’s method of taking one broad circular statement and 
splitting into many small circular statements, a similar approach will be defended in the next chapter. 
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completely different law-like behaviors. A ceramic mug and a high quality plastic mug may feel exactly 
the same to the touch, but their behaviors when dropped on a hard surface are totally different. Even if 
we take “resemble” to be more objective, the principle is still far too ambiguous to offer any predictive 
power. If two lasers were fired parallel to one another into space and one curved slightly without 
external influence, would they resemble one another? If so, the premise would allow us to predict that 
electromagnetic waves undisturbed by gravitational fields don’t necessarily travel in straight lines. If we 
replace the language to create a stronger principle, the principle risks becoming too strong, such as 
premise 1 in (Nature’): 
1) The set of past events is {a, b, c, d…} 
2) Nature is such that all events that happened in the past will necessarily happen in the future 
 
3) {a, b, c, d…} will necessarily happen in the future 
 
This allows for necessary events in nature—something a principle of uniformity would have to be 
capable of describing—the principle predicts an inert nature. Abraham Lincoln’s assassination occurred 
in the past, so (Nature’) predicts it will necessarily occur in the future. If the principle was adjusted only 
to apply to entities of the natural sciences, it would predict that nature is static. The sun’s creation 
presumably falls under the heading of an event, so (Nature’) predicts that it will happen again. There are 
kinds of entities that that existed at one point in time, but no longer exist in nature. Therefore, any 
events that depend on the existence of that kind can no longer reoccur. Countless biological species 
have gone extinct over time and the chance of the exact species rising again out of evolution is so 
insurmountably tiny, it might as well be considered impossible. A fight between two dinosaurs of 
different species, an event that is contingent on the existence on two types of animals that will never 
exist again is just one counterexample to (Nature’). Some philosophers have argued that time may be 
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cyclical and nature is deterministic, meaning that the death of the universe has been and will be 
followed by an exact replica of itself. If this is the case, every event is followed by an exact replica of 
itself over and over ad infinitum, and (Nature’) would be true. (Nature’) is of little value in such a 
scenario, because while true, it is of little use to our inductive inferences.  
If there is a principle of uniformity, it is a Goldilocks principle, falling somewhere between 
(Nature) and (Nature’). Even then, plausible principles run into difficulties. Consider (Nature’’):  
1) All observed X’s Y 
2) Nature has certain patterns that are necessary and are indicative of future patterns 
3) X’s Y’ing appears to be a necessary pattern in nature 
 
4) All future observed X’s will Y 
 
While better than the last two, (Nature’’) quickly runs into problems because not all past 
regularities are indicative of future regularities; three subsequent coin flips of heads do not carry any 
bearing on the outcome of the next coin flip. There is an intuitive difference between deriving a 
generalization that all gold is malleable from the observance of a block of gold’s malleability and the 
generalization that all morticians are good-natured after meeting a particularly friendly mortician at a 
party. Principles of the uniformity of nature, when combined with a system of inductively forming 
generalizations like hypothetico-deductivism, must somehow delineate good inductions from bad 
inductions. Nelson Goodman argues that because the behavior of morticians does not follow law-like 
behavior while gold’s malleability does, the corresponding generalization about the behavior of 
morticians is accidental (73). Any principle of uniformity must therefore have some mechanism to 
separate accidental generalizations from law-like generalizations. Failing that, a user of the principle can 
never be more than asymptotically certain that what is taken to be a law-like generalization is not 
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actually an accidental generalization, leaving them in a position little, if any, better than without the 
principle of uniformity. Supporting instances for accidental generalizations must eventually cease, due 
to the lack of fundamental forces behind them. Until the luck runs out for accidental generalizations, 
however, principles like (Nature’’) cannot distinguish them from law-like generalizations. 
 
The Grue Paradox 
The problem of demarcating accidental generalizations and law-like generalizations was shown 
to be harder than it appeared by Goodman, who demonstrated that otherwise law-like generalizations 
are not as secure as we would hope. By creating a class of predicates, sometimes called grue-ified 
predicates, Goodman revealed yet another way in which a principle of uniformity could be insufficient 
for inductive inferences. 
Assume we have a fancy box, the Analyzomatic, which examines the molecular makeup of 
whatever is inside and gives us the English name for the compound.18 It identifies every compound 
known to man with a 100% success rate, and can even recognize complex heterogeneous combinations 
of molecules like cheeseburgers. If it finds a molecule it does not recognize, it admits that it does not 
know what is inside and asks the user to name the substance. Imagine we are trying to identify precious 
stones, and an out of sight conveyer belt is running precious stones into the Analyzomatic. We cannot 
see the stones as they go in, but once they have been analyzed, we take them out of the box and sort 
them into boxes accordingly (after all, we did not have enough funding for the Sortomatic).  
One night, we are working in lab and the conveyer belt has been feeding the Analyzomatic 
emeralds for a few hours. On the readout, we see “Emerald,” we open the box, see a green stone, and 
place it in a box with the other green emeralds. Midnight strikes, the conveyer belt feeds the 
                                                          
18
 The example was inspired by, but is by no means identical to, discussion of the Grue paradox in The Web of 
Belief by Quine and J. S. Ullian (pp. 85-86). 
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Analyzomatic another stone out of sight, the readout says “Emerald,” we open the box, and the stone 
inside is blue! Wary, but assured that the Analyzomatic has a 100% success rate, we reluctantly set the 
blue stone in the box of green emeralds. Gears turn, the readout says “Emerald,” and we pull out yet 
another blue stone. Over and over, all night and into the morning, we pull out blue stones that the 
Analyzomatic assures us are Emeralds. Nothing else has changed, but every emerald tested after 
midnight is blue. Rubies are red, diamonds are transparent, and emeralds are grue—green when 
observed before midnight, blue afterwards. 
When we apply the predicate “green” to a class of objects, we are predicting that those objects 
will be green under every circumstance that we may observe them. In the case of emeralds, the claim 
that emeralds are green predicts that emeralds will appear green at any point in time or space. When 
we predict that something is green, Goodman demonstrated that we are apparently equally justified in 
predicting that something is grue—green before some arbitrary time t, blue after. Both green and blue 
emeralds appear green before time t, but when t occurs (whenever that will be), all emeralds observed 
after will be blue. 
Given that previous observations have yielded a set of emeralds which are all green, the Grue 
paradox argues that we are equally justified in assigning emeralds the predicate green or the predicate 
grue because both predicates, while inconsistent, predict identical data prior to some indeterminate t. 
Predicting that emeralds are grue does not predict that at time t the emeralds will physically all switch 
from green to blue, but rather that all emeralds observed before t happened to be green and any 
emeralds observed after t will happen to be blue (Vickers). It is similar to observing that I have lived in 
Wisconsin all my life and predicting that I will wake up every day prior to t in Wisconsin and after t in 
California. 
The Grue paradox relies on the possible disconnection between predicates and properties. 
Predicates are linguistic entities—descriptions that we give to things. Properties are things in the world, 
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actual traits an entity has. Properties can exist without being assigned a predicate, as known by 
everyone who has been told by a speaker of another language that “there is simply no word for x in your 
language.”  Conversely, predicates can exist without actually pointing to a property. The easiest place to 
find such predicates is in the ontology (the set entities taken to exist) of disconfirmed world views. For 
instance, “being an apperceptive monad” or “caloric” are predicates that were once thought to point to 
some property but are now believed not to exist.  Because of the possible difference between 
predicates and properties, we cannot know a priori whether green and blue or grue or bleen (blue 
before t, green afterwards) are the correct primitive (i.e., undefined) predicates to use in inductive 
reasoning. Just as we define grue and bleen in terms of green and blue, we can define blue and green in 
terms of bleen and grue: 
An object is green if and only if observed to be grue before t and after t to be bleen 
An object is blue if and only if observed to be bleen before t and after t to be grue 
 
A green emerald is grue when observed before t and bleen when observed after t. Because grue and 
bleen can be used as primitive predicates, we have to examine the world to check if the world is full of 
green emeralds or grue emeralds. Predicates and properties may not line up cleanly, the possibility of 
grue-ified predicates force inductive inferences to justify that the predicates used are capturing 
universal properties as they exist in the world and are not indexing predicates according to some 
accidental property. 
The worry that we are using grue-ified predicates is different than the Humean worry that 
patterns in the world will cease without warning.  The Grue paradox worries that properties and 
predicates do not line up. We take the world to be composed of green objects when really the world is 
composed of grue objects. The world then only appears to not be uniform because it is not uniform in 
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the way we thought it was. The Humean worries that nature was not uniform in the first place, and so 
every pattern we detect is accidental instead of law-like. 
The paradox is not limited to intuitively absurd situations like grue emeralds, and we could form 
more realistic grue-ified predicates out of ignorance. Suppose that a scientist unaware of gravity and 
outer space concludes from experience that every time someone holds an object in their hand and 
releases their grip, the object falls towards the ground. The language here gets tricky, so assume that 
the scientist chooses to name the property of  falling towards the ground “Isaac” and the property of 
maintaining its inertial frame (such as an object sitting on a ledge or floating in space) “Albert.” 
According to our scientist, letting go of an object is “Isaac” because the scientist has never let go of an 
object in space. The generalization “objects let go are Isaac” is tacitly indexed to a specific situation and 
only applies to situations in which an object is in a strong gravitational field such as what we experience 
on earth. Given a situation with a strong gravitational field, g (just like some arbitrary time, t) we can 
define Isaac and just like we defined grue and bleen. In situation g, letting go of an object leads to the 
object falling—“Isaac,” but outside of situation g, the object maintains its inertial frame—“Albert.” If we 
are to correctly line up predicates with properties, letting go of an object should actually be described as 
“Isbert” or “Albaac” because “Isaac” and “Albert” are indexed around a situation of high gravity g:  
Objects are “Isbert” because they are “Isaac” in g and “Albert” outside of g 
 
In Goodman’s terminology, green is projectable while grue is not because green correctly 
predicts future instances of emeralds. Green is a projectable predicate that can be used in inductive 
inferences to make valid predictions. Assuming that green is projectable (a better example of a 
projectable predicate may be “negatively charged” or “of x mass”) the following inference leads to 
knowledge (Emerald): 
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1) All observed emeralds have been green 
2) A is an observed emerald 
 
3) A is green 
 
In (Emerald), there is an implicit premise that for any two projectable predicates E and G, if all observed 
E’s have been G’s, then all E’s are G.19  Any principle of uniformity needs some way to assure us that 
green is a projectable predicate while grue is not and therefore give us a reason to select green over 
grue in inductive reasoning. Goodman’s paradox did not offer an argument in favor of the existence of 
projectable predicates, so a principle of uniformity need to explain why some, if any, predicates are 
projectable and others are not.  
Hypothetico-deductivism and enumerative induction are completely unable to provide evidence 
against the possibility that we have been using grue-ified predicates. The worry that we have been using 
grue-ified predicates cannot be alleviated by accruing evidence in green’s favor, because our confidence 
in green over grue is not a result of the number of confirming instances. No matter how many green 
emeralds we have observed before time t, the emeralds we observe will still be blue after t. The Grue 
paradox is so devastating because the evidence we have for green by methods like enumerative 
induction and hypothetico-deductivism would be exactly the same before t in green worlds as they 
would be in grue worlds. In either case, we would observe green emeralds before some time t.  If we 
want a picture of induction that can protect us against the possibility of grue emeralds, we need a 
                                                          
19
 Discussion of projectable predicates often ignores the fact both predicates in a generalization have to be 
projectable. “Emerald” needs to be projectable in the sense that “green” does. The predicate “emerald” is just as 
susceptible to pointing to non-existent properties as grue is. In the case of emeralds, a non-projectable predicate 
would point to more than one kind of object in the world. 
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principle of uniformity that assures us that we are right to think that nature is composed of green 
instead of grue. The methods in chapter 2, which assume uniformity instead of describing uniformity, 
are not sufficient to overcome the grue paradox. They need some additional claim above their 
methodology to prove that the predicates we use are in fact projectable. They need a principle of 
uniformity—a principle that holds the future will resemble the past. 
 
Russell’s Postulates 
The rest of the chapter will be devoted to exploring Bertrand Russell’s postulational approach 
towards a principle of uniformity of nature. The approach proposes a set of assumptions that try to 
explain why we can predict some events and not others. Before I discuss the specific postulates, it is 
worth a detour to examine Russell’s view on solipsism and why it motivates his use of postulates. 
Skeptical solipsism, as Russell defined it, is the position that we cannot know anything beyond sense 
data and thoughts, or cognitive data, and dogmatic solipsism holds that nothing exists but such data 
(Russell 176). Even though we experience sense data of the external world, skeptical solipsism doubts, 
and dogmatic solipsism denies that the sense data reflects any sort of external reality. Solipsists argue 
that we can know nothing of the external world except by means of our senses, and the existence of our 
senses does not necessitate the actual existence of an external reality.  According to Russell, such 
solipsistic worries about the world are usually logically inconsistent positions. Once we accept the 
premise that the outside world may be an illusion, the only logically consistent stopping point for is the 
denial of everything except currently presently mental phenomena. If our only skeptical option is 
extreme solipsism of the moment, we are stuck between accepting a psychologically untenable denial of 
reality of the acceptance of truths beyond the scope of our own experience.  
  Russell argued any form of “mild” solipsism collapses into an untenable “extreme” form of 
solipsism. Assume that I adopt the naive solipsistic view that all that exists is my sense data. Under this 
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view, I become the entirety of the universe; what occurs must necessarily occur in my mind—whether 
the occurrence is a sense perception or a mental event. At this point I run into a semantic problem 
because if “I” am (or could be) the whole universe then the first person is meaningless. Sense data are 
occurring, but assuming they occur in something assumes an external world and therefore contradicts 
solipsism. As a solipsist, my ontology, the set of entities I take to exist, is therefore limited to the 
comprehensive set of data that occurs over the lifespan of the universe—data which arises on the stage 
I’ve previously misconstrued as my mind. If it never occurs on this stage, it never exists. But now, I’ve cut 
all connections with an external reality, and I am forced to shed even more of my ontology—I have no 
reason to believe my memories are genuine. Any appeal I make towards justifying the occurrence of 
those events, (e.g., I read about them in an old newspaper), were invalidated when I accepted that 
experience is nothing more than a string of sense data. I am only justified in believing that the sense 
data are occurring. Therefore, any memories that I experience in the moment may be false, and for all I 
know, I could have come into existence a few moments ago. Learning from experience is impossible, 
because I have no justification in believing that my memories are genuine.  
 Russell held that this extreme solipsistic position cannot be refuted deductively as long as we 
accept empiricism. As empiricism holds that we do not know anything over and above what is 
experienced, it is impossible to gain knowledge sufficient to rob solipsism of its logical consistency. 
Russell rightly pointed out that solipsism of the moment is “psychologically impossible to believe, and is 
rejected in fact even by those who mean to accept it (180).” We then have two choices; either we can 
accept that we possess knowledge of something if and only if it is immediately present to us and 
consequently deny that science is possible, or we can accept that non-deductive arguments justify our 
belief in a physical world and accept the possibility of science. Only an unprovable assumption can move 
us beyond solipsism. If we accept the success of non-deductive arguments, we have to describe how 
they are successful without knowing why they are successful. Such a principle capable of moving past 
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solipsism extends past the narrow scope of knowledge allotted to us by empiricism, and therefore 
cannot be proven. If we want to learn from experience, we must postulate certain claims about the 
outside world—including the outside’s world existence. 
Science based off of inductive inference has been charging forward successfully in its present 
state since well before anyone thought to question its basis. Even given the vast and largely unsuccessful 
body of work on induction since Hume, science still moves forward unimpressed by the charges leveled 
against it. But since we all (at least implicitly) accept knowledge beyond our direct experience, Bertrand 
Russell turned his attention towards identifying the assumptions that underpin scientific progress. To 
avoid solipsism while maintaining empiricism, Russell argued that we must posit certain principles that 
extend beyond what is in principle knowable. Postulated fields such as those found in mathematics 
bootstrap from a limited number of assumed postulates or axioms without demanding proof of the 
postulates or axioms being employed. Russell’s postulational system has two major requirements. First, 
it needs to be internally consistent so contradictions are not derivable from the postulates. Second, the 
postulates need to reflect the world in a meaningful way. The second requirement is not necessary for 
all postulational systems, because some are simply the experiments of researchers investigating the 
outcome of some change in a mathematical or logical rule. Because Russell tried to describe true but 
unprovable facts about nature his goal is to capture these facts, not to tinker.  
To demonstrate what Russell seemed to be going for, I am going to take a detour to examine the 
axiomatic system of Euclidean geometry.  Euclidean geometry is named after the Greek mathematician 
Euclid, who collected known geometric proofs of the time in the monumental Elements. The Greeks of 
Euclid’s time were no strangers to deductive logic as it had been discovered in a primitive sense by 
Greek philosophers hundreds of years before Euclid flourished around 300 BCE. Deductive logic is 
concerned with the way truth values are derivable from premises and is applicable across all possible 
situations, but it does not contain the tools to handle geometric reasoning. Euclidean geometry 
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combines axioms and definitions with the rules of first-order logic to create a robust system of two and 
three dimensional planar geometry, stipulating a system that can handle geometric reasoning 
deductively. Combined with first-order logic, axioms and definitions are used deductively to create 
proofs of theorems.  
Ubiquitously known geometrical formulas such as Pythagoras’ theorem all follow from the 
combination of Euclid’s axioms and first-order logic.20 For instance, the first theorem of the Elements 
proves how to create an equilateral triangle. It starts by assuming that there is a line segment, and it 
uses each end of the line segment as two of the three vertices needed for the equilateral triangle. To 
discover the location of the third vertex, circles with radii the length of the line segment are drawn from 
the two ends of the line segment. The intersection of the two circles creates two possible locations of 
the third vertex of the equilateral triangle with sides the length of the circles’ radii. Since the radii are 
the length of the preexisting line segment, the theorem concludes that the resulting figure is an 
equilateral triangle. (Joyce) 
Every move in the theorem is rigorously explained and is justified by an axiom, a definition, or a 
common notion.21  In later theorems, moves are also justified by the conclusions of previously proven 
theorems. In the first theorem, Euclid cites two of his axioms—his first axiom, which postulates that any 
two points may be connected by a line segment, and his third axiom, which postulates that a circle can 
be drawn by using any line segment as a radius. Once this theorem is in the toolbox of the geometer, it 
can be used to create more complex theorems which in turn can be used to create a complex system 
that deductively bootstraps from the axioms.  
                                                          
20
 In Grundlagen der Geometrie, David Hilbert demonstrated that Euclid’s five axioms are incomplete and other 
axioms had been implicitly assumed in the Elements—a facet of Euclidean geometry that had gone unnoticed for 
over two thousand years (Jahren). Hilbert replaced the five axioms with a separate set of 20. Since Hilbert threw 
into doubt Euclidean geometry’s rigorousness but did not question its consistency, the work by Hilbert is 
interesting but not problematic to the discussion Euclidean geometry as an axiomatic system.  
21
 Euclid’s common notions resemble the 19
th
 century Peano’s axioms of arithmetic, axioms believed to underpin 
arithmetic. The common notions all deal with matters of equality, which Peano’s second, third, fourth, and fifth 
axioms define. If an arithmetic version of the Elements had been developed by Euclid, I suspect the common 
notions would appear as axioms in that work.  
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The axioms and definitions of Euclidean geometry create a system capable of geometric 
reasoning from the ground up by defining terms such as lines and setting up the basis of unbounded 
planes and parallel lines. From the axioms, theorems are arrived at by deduction rather than induction. 
If the axioms provided no deductive framework to discover such geometric facts such as the Pythagoras’ 
theorem, geometers would be forced to inductively discover that the square of the hypotenuse is equal 
to the sum of the square of the other two sides in all observed cases. In fact, proofs in axiom-based 
geometry are not ampliative at all, and all derived theorems are derived non-ampliatively from the 
axioms and less complex theorems. In the same way, Sudoku puzzles move demonstratively from the 
initial premises (i.e., the given numbers on the Sudoku board and the rules governing its completion) to 
a completed product, as an empty square on a Sudoku board has only one correct solution dictated by 
the rules of the game and the number value of the surrounding squares. While it feels strange to say 
that there is no information gained by solving such puzzles or deriving geometric theorems, the 
completed product only explicates initially available, albeit implicit, information.  
Despite the extraordinary achievements of Euclidean geometry, nature does not actually 
conform to Euclidean geometry. Counterexamples to Euclidean geometry typically revolve around the 
fifth axiom’s postulation that parallel lines never converge when extended an infinite distance. The 
postulate is impossible to test, but we know of cases where, in theory, perfectly straight lines that are 
parallel for one point of their length are not always parallel for the entirety of their length. For instance, 
two lasers fired perfectly parallel into space would move closer and farther apart as gravity curved the 
space-time they were traveling along. In addition, geometers have discovered perfectly consistent 
geometric alternatives to Euclidean geometry that do not assume that parallel lines never meet.  
Even if the world does not adhere to Euclidean geometry, a farmer can still use its proofs to 
determine what length of fence he should buy to surround a triangular enclosure. Postulational systems 
are powerful because they allow researchers to approximate the world in a way that would otherwise 
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be unknowable. The notion of a straight line posited by Euclid’s third axiom suffers the very same 
problems that plague universal generalizations covering an unknowable number of instances because 
both require knowledge out of our reach. By assuming the existence of an infinite straight line or any 
other entity assumed by Euclidean geometry, we can implement them without actually having the 
necessary scope of knowledge to guarantee their existence. 
Russell’s system postulates principles of uniformity of nature as a way to circumvent the 
circularity of such principles. His postulates cannot bootstrap themselves like Euclid’s axioms because 
principles of uniformity cannot contain enough information to derive specific fact about nature. Even a 
sufficiently powerful computer that understands every pattern in nature cannot predict the future 
without knowing where everything is first. Empirical study requires a posteriori investigation to 
determine specific conditions of nature. Russell was not interested in building a system that can unpack 
itself like Euclidean geometry, but is trying to create a system that handles a posteriori arguments by 
augmenting first-order logic with a postulated set of valid inductive inferences. The postulated 
uniformities identify what is logically necessary if the world is such a way that we can draw connections 
from event to another. Once discovered, postulated uniformities are used in inductive inferences as 
premises or extra rules of inference on top of FOL. The set of postulates adds additional deductive rules 
to the power of FOL.  With the additional rules in tow, certain inferences that would otherwise commit 
the fallacy of affirming the consequent become valid because they can be dealt with by the postulates. 
Not any set of postulates can successfully underpin science; the postulates cannot be used to contradict 
themselves, they must be immediately obvious to anyone other than the skeptic, and discoverable to be 
implicit in all scientific discoveries (Russell 439). 
 Russell identified five postulates required for justifying inductive inferences:22 
                                                          
22
 The language of each postulate is my own, but the structure of each postulate is preserved. 
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1) The postulate of quasi-permanence—any phenomenon A is frequently temporally bordered 
by a closely related phenomenon A’ 
2) The postulate of separable causal lines—frequently from any phenomenon A, facts about 
closely related phenomenon A’ can be inferred 
3) The postulate of spatio-temporal continuity in causal lines—action at a distance is 
impossible, and points in a causal line are connected by uniformity or gradual shifts in 
quality 
4) The structural postulate— similar phenomena related in space and time usually have a 
common origin 
5) The postulate of analogy—if phenomena A and B are thought to be causally connected, then 
there is probably reason to infer the presence of one from the presence of the other. 
(Russell 487-494) 
 
The first postulate, the postulate of quasi-permanence, replaces the notion of substance with 
the notion of causal lines—persistent and predictive temporal series of events. Causal lines are the only 
entities that fall under the scope of the postulates, and this postulate reconceptualizes objects into 
causal lines. Russell chose “causal lines” over substances because while substance is a convenient 
notion, it has proven a slippery one to pin down. A river at time t is may share none of the same water 
with the river at time t + 1, yet the predicate “river” still applies to both as a single object. Under 
Russell’s interpretation, the two sets of matter are still the same river because the two are connected 
via causal lines; the river gradually shifts over time, maintaining its identity by virtue of an uninterrupted 
causal history. If the river was filled in by concrete or rerouted into an underground cistern, the causal 
line, and therefore existence, of the river ceases.  
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While the first postulate is largely concerned with determining how the world is categorized, the 
last four postulates offer the set predictive power at the cost of assuming the validity of some inductive 
inferences. Each postulate assumes the existence of a type of uniformity in nature, and thereby 
increases our ability to deductively predict certain characteristics of certain unobserved phenomena. 
The second postulate posits that causation in nature frequently follows law-like behavior, and 
because of this, any moment over the life of an individual causal line may be indicative of any other. In 
other words, “a given event is very frequently one of a series of events (which may last a fraction of a 
second or a million years) which has throughout an approximate law of persistence or change (Russell 
490).” By assuming that nature at least occasionally abides by predictable laws of nature, we can look at 
an event such as the shock of two billiard balls, and both predict and postdict events on the billiard 
table.  
The third postulate of spatio-temporal continuity in causal lines offers predictive power by 
presupposing that causal lines secure the existence of an external reality. Objects do not pop into 
existence just because we experience them—in our absence they often constitute a complete chain of 
events with contiguous intermediate steps. For example, if we are acquainted with two twins but are 
unsure of which one we saw at a distance, we do not prescribe the event to both twins. We instead 
admit we are unsure of which causal line we perceived until we can verify that we saw one twin rather 
than the other. Once we can establish the existence of a causal line, we believe that corroborating 
reports of an object over time correspond to the same causal lineage. Otherwise, if we do not establish 
the existence of continuous causal chains, then corroborating reports of a phenomenon may be nothing 
more than the illusion of a mind-independent event.  
The fourth postulate is meant to apply to certain circumstances where a central cause can be 
inferred. If we observe a group of similar objects around a central region, we can sometimes infer 
common origin. Russell admitted ambiguity in the postulate, but writes off a precise definition as 
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impossible for all cases. A million people sitting in front of a television watching a football game can 
assume the broadcast has a common origin, but at the same time, a group of football fans sitting around 
a football field have a quite disparate history.  
The postulate of analogy, the fifth and final proposed by Russell, assumes that predictable 
underlying connections exist between certain phenomena. Experience has shown us that when we 
observe two phenomena to always, or almost always be correlated, there is often an underlying cause 
hidden from us. We can then assume an underlying cause as a way to infer connections between events 
whose actual connection we do not understand. Russell seemed to believe that while the other 
postulates are important to the expansion of our knowledge, this postulate is ultimately what protects a 
user of his postulational approach from solipsism. The other four postulates give us no reason to believe 
in the existence of other minds, as we are still not afforded direct knowledge of their mental events. 
They do, however, allow us to trace the causal chains from fingertips touching a surface into the nerves 
and through electrical signals into the brain. Since we can trace the causal chain then into our own 
brains, and if we looked we would find that there is no major structural difference between our brains 
and the brains of others, the postulate of analogy allows us to believe that everyone we meet has a 
mind.  
Russell’s approach acknowledges Hume’s claim there are no a priori connections between 
causes and effects but does not abandon the common sense view that their connection can still be 
discovered a posteriori. Because the connections cannot be made on a priori grounds, Russell could not 
make a blanket statement about all connections without first looking at particular connections. 
Accordingly, the second, fourth, and fifth postulates have hedges asserting that the specific claims made 
in the postulates do not necessarily occur. The qualifications are Russell’s way of preventing the 
postulates from being too strong by applying to situations in which inductions do not apply and allowing 
the user to choose a posteriori when to apply them. While the third postulate of spatio-temporal 
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continuity in causal lines assumes a predictable continuation of events over time, it does not apply to 
quantum situations, such as the phenomenon where “virtual” particles instantly come in and out of 
existence in empty space without any apparent causal history. The precautions existing in his postulates 
are not important to his goal to describe the inductive nature of the world. Because he is trying to justify 
a position other than solipsism, Russell was only trying to put forth apparently true patterns of nature, 
whose acceptance is logically necessary to the progress of science. Just as accepting Euclid’s axioms 
(which are not necessarily true as witnessed by the success of non-Euclidean geometry) allows geometry 
to progress without having to worry about the actual state of affairs of our world, the postulates allow 
science to move forward without circularly proving claims about the world’s fundamental nature. 
With Hume’s problem ostensibly out of the way, inductive logic is supposed to move 
demonstratively from premises containing empirical data and postulates to inductive conclusions. As 
Euclidean geometry assumes a geometric situation and then deduces consequences with axioms and 
the conclusions of other theorems to demonstratively arrive at a conclusion, a user of Russell’s system 
uses other derived conclusions, postulates, and empirical data to derive demonstrative conclusions 
about the world. If a naïve biologist observes that colonies of bacteria grow on a petri dish when 
swabbed by a sample, the biologist adopts that observation as a premise. Then, she can conclude that 
the bacteria all had a similar origin from the fourth structural postulate and then infer a hidden 
underlying cause between the swab and bacteria with the fifth postulate of analogy. Therefore, the 
biologist can assume without any ampliative steps that the bacteria colony’s causal lines originated from 
the sample.  
 Given the five postulates, we can delineate between valid and invalid assumptions of uniformity 
in inductive inferences. While Russell’s work predates Goodman’s Grue paradox and the corresponding 
problem of projectability, Russell was aware that only some generalizations lead to good inductions and 
thus did not simply postulate the validity of induction (434). I suspect that Russell would have thought 
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that all projectable predicates (e.g., green instead of grue) are reducible to one or more of the above 
postulates in the same way that valid geometric theorems are reducible to axioms and definitions. 
Russell’s postulates handle properties rather clumsily, but they are still capable of defending the 
description of emeralds as green rather than grue. All emeralds have structural similarity, and the fourth 
postulate allows us to assume that they may have similar origins. Since they have similar causal history, 
it is likely that they have hidden underlying causal properties because we have indirect evidence that 
being an emerald causes the emerald to be green. We have presumably observed emeralds at all 
different stages of causal history and we have never observed them to be blue, so we therefore have no 
reason to suggest that there is an underlying mechanism causing emeralds to have the property blue. 
We therefore have reason to believe emeralds will turn out to be green rather than grue.  
The successes of Russell’s approach are short lived, and the approach faces problems in multiple 
directions. First off, the wording of the postulates offers some difficulties. At its core, the problem of 
induction is the problem of justifying natural necessity. Induction appears to work because some degree 
of causal necessity seems to exist in nature. We are confident in assuming that the next wire we build 
out of copper will be functional because there seems to be a necessary connection between an object 
being composed of copper and its ability to conduct electricity. A principle of uniformity that cannot 
handle necessity cannot then explain why patterns like copper’s conductivity occurs every time  The last 
two postulates, the structure postulate and the postulate of analogy follows the pattern “if x then 
probably y.” The qualifying verbs (in this case “probably” and “usually”) occur in front of the consequent 
of both conditionals. This precludes the last two postulates from being used to infer necessity because 
any conclusion of the postulates will necessarily be qualified. If I observe that A and B have always 
occurred together, a strict reading of the principle of analogy would conclude that because A and B have 
been observed together, it may be the case that B can be predicted from the observation of A.  
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A generous reading of the fourth and fifth postulate might argue that once an instance has been 
identified as following the pattern described in the latter two postulates (e.g., that all instances of x have 
similar origins) we are allowed to strip the qualifications away and reason that all instances in the set 
follow the pattern postulated. This would follow the pattern of the second postulate of separable causal 
lines which places the hedge in front of the consequent so that it reads “probably if x then y.” This only 
postpones the issue and creates a problem of determining when an instance falls under the scope of a 
postulate. A user of Russell’s postulates would have to decide from limited evidence whether or not a 
specific causal line falls under the scope of a postulate. This is necessarily an ampliative step in Russell’s 
position, and the system is therefore not demonstrative. 
More pressing to view, there is a large gap in Russell’s justification for his postulates. While 
Russell argued that his postulates are sufficient for scientific progress to proceed, he does not provide 
evidence to suggest his five specific postulates are necessary. To know beyond a reasonable doubt that a 
set of postulates truly describes the world, Russell believed four criteria have to be met: the postulates 
have to be true, we have to believe them to be true, they have to be consistent with everything we have 
experienced so far, and they must be “logically necessary if any occurrence or set of occurrences is ever 
to afford evidence in favor of any other occurrence (Russell 496).” There is reason to believe that the 
postulates meet the first four criteria, but Russell failed to show that his exact set of postulates is the 
only possible set and therefore logically necessary if empirical inferences are possible. If there are other 
sets of postulates that also match the first three criteria, we would be forced to choose between them 
inductively according to which set inferred conclusions from premises that best matches our a posteriori 
observations. We would have to describe our world’s inductive tendencies using induction, and commit 
the very circularity that Hume accuses is necessary of principles of uniformity.  
 Remember that the postulates supposedly allow the inferences to move demonstratively, but 
the entire system must be chosen among competitors ampliatively. The system only appears 
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demonstrative because it is so internally; all inferential moves within the system are demonstrative. 
Nevertheless, a set of postulates cannot be derived a priori (although a priori conceptual analysis may 
be able to show certain combinations of postulates are contradictory) and so any set of postulates is 
externally ampliative. Choosing to justify science by postulates adds a point at which we need to make 
certain non-demonstrative inferences. If Russell is right about solipsism, these assumptions are a 
necessary evil, and are required if we want to infer beyond our sense data. 
 Postulational science carries with it some inherent risks. If science universally adopts a 
postulational system and selects a promising looking set of premises that have not been shown to be 
both necessary and sufficient, all accumulated knowledge risks utter disaster. The discovery of a valid 
argument leading to unsound conclusions would indicate that the choice of postulates was mistaken 
and all accumulated inductive knowledge has been created using incorrect premises (in this case, the 
postulates). In fact, to adopt such a system, all existing inductive knowledge would have to be 
reformulated and checked against the postulates to check for invalid but believed inductive inferences.   
 A proponent who truly believes in Russell’s solution may be able to look past the difficulties 
mentioned above. The issues with laying down foundational postulates could be seen as worth the cost 
and the problems regarding necessity may be repairable with work, but this is not why Russell’s system 
is inferior to Sankey’s solution as formulated in chapter 5. The real weakness in Russell’s approach is its 
lack of explanatory power. While the postulates acknowledge that nature follows a law-like behavior, 
they fail to explain what drives such a behavior. Acknowledging that nature acts in the way stipulated by 
the postulates might otherwise be a step in the right direction, but the postulates mark the end of 
explanatory power. Postulational systems do not allow the user to explain “deeper” phenomena than 
those posited. While this is not necessarily problematic for postulates, developing a more fundamental 
view of reality may /prove useful because it may offer a way to clear up Russell’s ambiguous language. 
Intuitively, there is a difference between closely related phenomena that have a common origin and 
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those that do not, but the postulates above require that it remains an open question. If a postulational 
approach is used, it should base its predictive power on the most fundamental entities or processes 
found in nature, something that is not accomplished by Russell. 
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Chapter 4: Sankey, Ellis, and Kornblith 
 
Instead of trying to postulate principles of uniformity, Howard Sankey23 tries to explain why 
induction is possible by combining three distinct philosophical positions. By combining three compatible 
positions, Howard Sankey hopes to come to a principle of uniformity of nature without circularity. 
Broadly speaking, Sankey argues that if we accept that the world is independently populated by natural 
kinds necessarily possessing certain causal powers and that humans are predisposed to identify such 
kinds, then certain inductive inferences involving natural kinds are justified. First, Sankey includes 
scientific realism, which holds that science has been working towards a true understanding of a mind-
independent reality. Second, Sankey includes Brian Ellis’s scientific essentialism,24 which holds that 
nature is composed of natural kinds that possess certain causal powers necessarily. Ellis’s scientific 
essentialism holds that the laws of nature are not things in themselves, independent of a world’s 
entities. Instead, laws of nature describe how entities must act given their intrinsic dispositions. Third, 
Sankey uses the theory of knowledge, naturalistic epistemology, as advanced by Hilary Kornblith,25 
which argues that humans are capable of identifying the kinds of things that populate nature by 
underlying, rather than superficial, properties.  
Sankey admits that his view may only be attractive to those who are sympathetic to the work of 
Kornblith and Ellis. With this in mind, the remainder of the chapter explains the relevant works of Brian 
Ellis and Hilary Kornblith. Specifically, I explore why the positions might be attractive and demonstrate 
how Sankey hopes to combine them into a solution. I do not, however, attempt to rigorously defend any 
of the three positions.  
                                                          
23
 “Induction and Natural Kinds”  
24
 As developed in Scientific Essentialism. Sankey cites a preprint version of Ellis’s Scientific Essentialism four years 
before Scientific Essentialism was first published. I have not found any discrepancies between Sankey’s description 
of Ellis’s position and what is presented by Ellis in my edition of Scientific Essentialism. 
25
 Inductive Inference and Its Natural Ground 
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Despite the potential inductive power gained by combining the three positions, I believe that 
Sankey was wrong to think his approach was not circular, and at the end of the chapter I show why his 
solution fails to overcome circularity. In Chapter 5, I eliminate the circularity in Sankey’s position by 
postulating a few of Ellis’s core claims, and then expand the position to have predictive power over 
things other than natural kinds.26 
Sankey uses Kornblith’s epistemic position to justify our ability to know the world as it is. 
Kornblith sees his naturalistic epistemology as a continuation of the work done by Willard Van Orman 
Quine on epistemology and induction. Following the example of Quine, Kornblith believes that 
philosophers should ask why induction has been so successful in the past rather than whether inductive 
inferences are justified. Quine did not see a reason to doubt the underlying justification of induction 
because historical evidence overwhelmingly supports the claim that there is something predictable 
about nature. Moreover, induction has proven to be available to even the least scientific of its users. 
Any child can learn that a hot stove is worth avoiding, and even the simplest vertebrates learn from their 
past. Philosophers should therefore ask why induction is so accessible to us. Kornblith therefore splits 
the question of induction’s success into two smaller questions: “What is the world that we may know 
it?; and What are we that we may know the world (Kornblith 2)?” Kornblith answers each in turn, but he 
ultimately argues that evolution and nature dovetail to create a relationship that predisposes us to see 
the world in terms of the natural kinds that populate it. By studying this relationship between the world 
and our psychology, we can start to answer why some inferences are successful and why some are not. 
Through this study, we can then hopefully learn the best way to use this relationship in the pursuit of 
knowledge. 
                                                          
26
 The term “natural kind” refers to a category of similar things while a phrase like “a member of a natural kind” 
refers an individual entity belonging to that category. “Natural kinds” thereby refers to multiple categories of 
things that are similar within each category. 
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To answer why the world is composed in such a way that it is knowable, Kornblith argues for the 
existence of natural kinds. In his solution, Sankey does not use Kornblith’s defense of natural kinds, but 
the discussion below relies heavily on the concept. It is therefore worth examining what motivates us to 
split nature into kinds and why Kornblith thinks we should believe that nature is composed of kinds.  
Categorizing the world into kinds of things is one of the main tasks of scientific inquiry. Science 
has separated and studied the distinction between dogs and cats, men and women, muons and 
electrons. Without such categories, our inductive inferences would not be as useful as they are. 
Generalizations that follow the pattern “all x’s are y’s” or “a certain proportion of x’s are y’s” are only 
useful if the variables are replaced by sets of similar things. Categories gerrymandered in the same way 
as the predicate “grue” may have nothing in common between members of the category, severely 
limiting what can be predicted about the category. Few true generalizations can be formed about a 
hypothetical predicate “glorf” which refers to wooden tables, computer mice, and transgenic E. coli. At 
the same time, a true generalization about a category containing only a single object or event has 
predictive power over only one thing in the world. Grouping the world into types would be a relatively 
straightforward process, except that grouped together entities do not always coincide with shared 
sensible qualities. Whales and cows do not share many sensible characteristics, but biology groups them 
closely as evolutionarily related species. At the other extreme, decaf coffee and regular coffee taste and 
look the same, but we treat them as different kinds. Because decaf coffee and regular coffee belong to 
different, albeit related, categories, we do not expect that our interactions with one will be identical to 
our interactions with the other. We do treat regular coffee as a kind, so we expect all regular coffee to 
follow certain patterns and form generalizations accordingly.  
Our use of kinds in inferences does not prove that nature actually contains those kinds, and  
Kornblith holds that one of three distinct possibilities could be true: (1) our conceptualizations of nature 
force order on something without order, (2) the world splits things into types of things but we have no 
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way of knowing the exact nature of those real types, or (3) we have been cataloguing real distinctions in 
nature (16-17).  
The first position, conventionalism, argues that we have been mistakenly imposing order on 
nature. If conventionalism is correct, Kornblith explains that there is no real difference between types of 
things in the world, and we draw arbitrary lines to differentiate between objects and events. A 
conventionalist nature has created things but not kinds of things, and human efforts to catalogue types 
of things have forced nature into a subjective conceptual scheme. There is no real difference between 
mice, rats, gravity or electromagnetism. Conventionalism is not so outrageous when we realize that we 
have made arbitrary distinctions elsewhere. Splitting the world into time zones is definitely not carving 
nature at its joints—it is just an arbitrary distinction made for human convenience. The opponent of 
conventionalism then has to provide evidence that the distinctions in the natural sciences are somehow 
less arbitrary. History has shown that this may be a tricky task. Species were once thought to be 
paradigms of real categories in nature, but this view has come under attack (Bird and Tobin). 27 If we 
lined up every creature that ever lived on earth, species would appear to be arbitrary distinctions along 
the continua ranging from creatures alive today, through their ancestors, to the first universal common 
ancestor. 
According to Kornblith, the world is knowable because there is order in the world independent 
of our own conceptualizations. Natural kinds, mind-independent types of things with clear boundaries 
between similar kinds, populate the world and give us something independent of ourselves to study. 
There are naturally existing types of things in the world that do not exist on a continuum—the world is 
made up of discrete, predictable combinations of properties. That is not to say that there are not fuzzy 
boundaries in nature, but these fuzzy boundaries exist within, not between, natural kinds.   
                                                          
27
 In discussion, I am not interested in defending whether or not certain categories deserve the title of a natural 
kind. I will do my best to pick examples that I believe to be viable candidates, but the debate over what deserves 
natural kindhood is messy.  
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To explain why gaps and predictable combinations of properties exist in nature, Kornblith 
appeals to the work of Richard Boyd and explains that there are certain combinations, such as an oxygen 
atom with two hydrogen atoms that form stable, emergent kinds, such as water. Boyd calls such stable 
combinations homeostatic property clusters. Just as organisms’ homeostasis maintains certain 
conditions necessary for the organism’s survival, homeostatic property clusters are held together by the 
interplay between their constituent parts. Homeostatic property clusters, by virtue of the way the 
clusters’ parts interact and preserve the clusters’ unity, have emergent properties different than the 
properties found in their constituent parts. Water gets its fluidity at room temperature because the 
stable configuration of one oxygen atom with two hydrogen atoms allows for weak electrostatic bonds 
between molecules, and this weak electrostatic bond causes fluidity at certain temperatures. The actual 
temperature of a water molecule is not determined by the homeostatic relationship between atoms, 
but the homeostatic relationship does determine molecule’s disposition to freeze at 0 degrees Celsius.  
Kornblith holds that only certain combinations lead to homeostatic relationships, so the world is 
not populated by a continuum of properties. If certain combinations were not more stable than others, 
properties would be able to arbitrarily combine into innumerable combinations. The world is therefore 
composed of kinds that are homeostatic property clusters, so gaps exist in nature where there is no 
stable homeostatic relationship with certain emergent properties. There is no substance that is molten 
at room temperature but is otherwise identical to gold because there is no stable relationship with 
those emergent properties. These gaps mean that the variety of nature is limited—the world is not 
home to an infinite number of arbitrary combinations of properties. Instead, nature has a limited 
number of building blocks with a limited number of properties that can only combine in a limited 
number of ways.  
The claim that there are discrete kinds with limited variability is well supported by the field of 
chemistry. Kornblith argues that John Locke and his followers only supported conventionalism because 
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chemistry had not advanced far enough to disprove the view (32). At the molecular level, types of 
molecules are discrete from one another. All molecules of water are identical to one another—each 
possesses an oxygen atom covalently bonded to two hydrogen atoms in the same configuration. There 
are no water-molecule-like objects in the world—an object made up of atoms is either a water molecule 
or some other distinct configuration of atoms. While continua appear in fields like biology and sociology, 
this should not be taken as evidence against the existence of natural kinds. That existence of discrete 
distinctions anywhere in nature is evidence against conventionalism. 
The modern synthesis of historically independent scientific fields also offers evidence against 
conventionalism. Fields like physics, chemistry, and biology operated independently from one another 
for hundreds of years without scientists realizing how the subject matter of the fields are interrelated. It 
is now understood that these fields study many of the same phenomena, but from different angles and 
on different levels of complexity. If science was conventional, then these fields that came to their own 
independently of one another may have been based on different conceptual schemes. A synthesis like 
the one the natural sciences are now experiencing would therefore be impossible, or at least 
improbable, because there would be no reason for compatibility between each field’s conceptual 
schemes. Recently, the boundaries of physics, chemistry, and biology—to name a few—have begun to 
blur, and in many ways, fields in the natural sciences now exist in a continuum. Biochemistry and 
biophysics are growing subfields that make use of advances in chemistry and physics, respectively, to 
shed light on biological systems.  
While Kornblith offers evidence for the existence of kinds, the above arguments against 
conventionalism only offer weak evidence for the belief that we are truly capable of identifying natural 
kinds in the world, and we may be disposed to trick ourselves into thinking there are such kinds. 
Because our evolutionary success relies on our ability to learn from past patterns in nature, there is 
reason to think that evolution has designed us to accurately view the world. If the world is predictable 
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because of the limited variability of natural kinds, then there is reason to think that evolution has 
disposed humans to accurately identify and classify natural kinds. Kornblith rejects this line of reasoning 
because it is not necessarily in an organism’s evolutionary favor to view the world realistically. Humans 
display a number of cognitive biases, such as the self-serving bias, that alter the formation of beliefs 
about the world, often to the benefit of self-esteem and at the cost of an accurate world view.  
To provide evidence that humans are in fact capable of identifying natural kinds, Kornblith cites 
psychological studies that suggest humans innately pick out natural kinds. We conceptualize the world 
according to the similarity of underlying properties—exactly the type of similarities that tie together 
natural kinds. Studies show that children naturally order the world into kinds and identify those kinds by 
underlying—not superficial—similarities. Even at a young age, children are more likely to group together 
pigs and cows than they are pigs and piggy banks (Kornblith 68-69). This ostensibly occurs because cows 
and pigs have more underlying similarity than pigs and porcelain—even though pigs and piggy banks 
have more in common superficially. If we are disposed to identify things by their underlying common 
properties and the world is populated by natural kinds, Kornblith argues that evolution has suited us to 
see the world as it is.  
While Sankey thinks Kornblith is on the right track, Sankey is unimpressed by Kornblith’s 
circularity. Kornblith’s view rests on the assumption that induction is successful, and therefore cannot 
be used to support the success of induction. In order to get past such circularity, Sankey includes the 
work of Brian Ellis to provide a robust ontology to underpin Kornblith’s epistemology. 
The majority of Ellis’s work in Scientific Essentialism is unimportant for present purposes 
because Sankey is not defending Ellis’s scientific essentialism. Sankey is only interested in the 
ontological centerpiece—natural kinds that necessarily possess their intrinsic causal powers. By 
combining Ellis’s scientific essentialism with Kornblith’s naturalistic epistemology, Sankey is using Ellis’s 
ontology in the way it was intended; scientific essentialism is an attempt to provide a robust ontology 
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capable of supporting inductive inferences (Ellis, Scientific Essentialism 283). According to Ellis, while the 
problem of induction must ultimately be solved epistemically, it cannot be done with an insufficient 
view of nature. To him, the problem of induction is not a problem of explaining why the world is 
predictable (even though this is a goal of his project in Scientific Essentialism), but rather a question of 
how we can know we are justified in making inductive inferences. Worries about knowledge aside, if 
nature lacks some underlying uniformity, trying to justify induction is impossible because it would mean 
that the success of induction has only been coincidental. Since nature does seem to be uniform in some 
sense, Ellis argues that natural kinds with necessary causal powers are the best explanation for nature’s 
behavior. 
In the process of developing scientific essentialism, Ellis rejects what he believes to be the 
dominant view of nature among western philosophers: the behavior of a thing is the result of the 
interaction between the thing and the world’s laws of nature. The view Ellis rejects is a mechanistic two-
part nature in which things aquire the properties they have from passively interacting with the laws 
governing them. This requires a distinction between the intrinsic properties,28 extrinsic properties, and 
dispositional properties of a thing. Intrinsic properties are properties of a thing that exist independent of 
history, location, or laws of nature. Extrinsic properties, the properties we observe, are the product of 
how intrinsic properties are shaped by the laws of nature in a particular world. Dispositional properties 
are the properties that determine what behavior a thing is disposed to have. For example, a rubber ball 
has the dispositional property of bouncing and wood has the dispositional property of burning. 
Dispositional properties are entirely extrinsic; there are no dispositional properties that exist “free” from 
laws.  
                                                          
28
 Ellis makes the distinction between intrinsic properties (properties not dependent on relations with other things) 
and categorical properties (properties that determine the identity of an object) (Scientific Essentialism 44-45). I 
think the distinction unnecessarily complicates discussion and I have combined the two under the name “intrinsic.” 
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Because laws of nature are not considered necessary and are believed to change between 
worlds, the extrinsic dispositional properties of entities are contingent on what world they are found in, 
while the intrinsic properties are not. Intrinsic properties of a thing are the same regardless of what the 
laws of nature happen to be. That is, the properties we interact with are not to properties that a thing 
necessarily has in all possible worlds. Under this view, all porcelain balls, regardless of what world they 
are found in, have the same intrinsic porcelain-ball-ness, but the dispositions that a given porcelain ball 
has depends on the laws of nature of whatever possible world it is located in. In our world with our set 
of laws, porcelain balls shatter when dropped, but in another world, with a different set of laws, 
porcelain balls may bounce like rubber. There is no necessary connection between intrinsic property of 
being porcelain and the dispositional property of being prone to shatter. The porcelain is porcelain in 
both worlds because the intrinsic “porcelain-ness” is shared, but its behavior is contingent on the world. 
Porcelain is porcelain is porcelain, but this view does not necessitate that porcelain always acts like 
porcelain. 
Depending on how we interpret the role of the underlying structure in an object’s intrinsic 
nature, viewing nature as a two-part interaction between laws and things ultimately leads to one of two 
problems. First, if we accept that the underlying structures of kinds of objects are identical across 
worlds—that porcelain always has such and such an atomic structure—the view loses its intuitiveness. It 
seems that most, if not all, of the objects we interact with have the properties they do because of 
underlying structures. The behavior of water at the macroscopic level appears to be completely 
explainable in terms of its structure at the molecular level. The oblong or crooked arrangement of 
hydrogen atoms bound to the oxygen atom (the shape itself is a result of the properties of the atoms) 
creates an electrostatic polarity between sides of the water molecule. “Clumps” of water, such as 
streams from a fountain, maintain their shape because opposing poles of water molecules cling to one 
another, preventing individual molecules from straying away others. Water’s polarity is also responsible 
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for water’s power as a solvent, as the polarity of water pulls ionic parts of other molecules apart from 
one another. If we accept that the structure of water is necessary but water’s behavior is not, we deny 
that the properties of objects are the result of their structure. We have to admit that water has the 
same structure across all possible worlds, but that water is capable of having innumerable other 
properties in those worlds. Using this interpretation of a two-part nature, we have to admit that 
possible worlds are populated by water with properties like those in salt or hydrochloric acid, and those 
properties are as explainable by water’s structure as the properties it has in this world. 
A supporter of a two-part nature could instead reject that underlying structure is necessary to 
an object’s identity. This second option, however, leads to a problem of identity. According to this 
option, water does not have to be H2O to still be considered water in other possible worlds. In principle, 
we only have knowledge of extrinsic properties, and extrinsic properties are only contingently related to 
intrinsic properties by virtue of laws of nature. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that two objects 
with identical extrinsic properties have identical intrinsic properties. Any category could be the 
combination of innumerable other types of things; “water” could refer to countless intrinsically distinct 
categories. Holding underlying structure across worlds does not have this problem because when in 
doubt, we can always appeal to underlying structures to delineate between kinds of things. Ellis argues 
that accepting that causally identical things do not have to be identical is an unacceptable philosophical 
pseudo-problem because we have no other way to identify things (Scientific Essentialism 52).  
Under Ellis’s scientific essentialism, natural kinds do not interact with laws of nature. The laws of 
nature emerge from the causal powers of natural kinds because the intrinsic properties of natural kinds 
act in predictable ways over and over. Things in nature do not passively interact with the laws of nature. 
Instead, things in nature dynamically interact with one another to create the world around us. These 
causal powers are the intrinsic properties of natural kinds, including their disposition to react in certain 
ways to certain situations. More specifically, the natural kinds of processes involved in the interaction 
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between natural kinds of entities or properties are described by causal laws. Under this view, water 
does not electrostatically bond with other water molecules because of a law of nature that exists 
independently of the molecule. Rather, the electrostatic bond is a natural kind of process that results 
from the intrinsic disposition of positively charged sections of water molecules to weakly bond with 
negatively charged sections of water molecules. 
According to Ellis, the intrinsic properties of a natural kind are its essential properties; what 
causal powers a natural kind intrinsically possesses, it possesses necessarily. Two entities with different 
intrinsic properties are not members of the same natural kind.29 Therefore, all members of a natural kind 
are identical intrinsically and necessarily contain the same set of properties and dispositions. Here is the 
most important part of Ellis’s ontology for Sankey’s solution: every member of a natural kind has exactly 
the same intrinsic properties, including intrinsic dispositional properties. The behavior of a natural kind is 
necessary because any other entity with any other set of intrinsic properties is not a member of that 
natural kind. Law-like generalizations are those that are based off of the necessary properties of natural 
kinds and accidental generalizations are those that are not. 
This is not to say that all properties of a natural kind are essential—only the intrinsic properties 
are. Some properties of an entity belonging to a natural kind may be extrinsic, and therefore accidental, 
especially in complex natural kinds that are quite a distance away from fundamental particles. 
Fundamental particles such as electrons are qualitatively identical and, besides position in comparison 
to other particles, possess all of their properties essentially. In comparison, if supernovae or other 
celestial bodies are natural kinds, they all differ quite significantly from one another but retain certain 
necessary properties such as general chemical composition and life history.  
                                                          
29
 This is an oversimplification of Ellis’s view. Natural kinds of processes and objects belong to a hierarchy where 
members of certain classifications of natural kinds can differ in essential properties. In such cases, these 
classifications can be broken down further into species, whose essential properties are identical. Atoms may be 
natural kinds, but there are hundreds of atomic species which include all elements, their isotopes, and all 
respective ions.   
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Nature’s uniformity is the product of identical kinds with identical causal powers interacting in a 
predictable way. This differs from the principles of uniformity discussed in the previous chapter because, 
instead of broadly claiming that nature always resembles the past, Sankey’s principle of uniformity 
focuses on the necessary interactions between specific kinds of things. What we perceive as the laws of 
nature are the necessary dispositional properties of entities. Rather than a two-part nature, an entity’s 
behavior is the product of the intrinsic nature of the entity; laws are products of the entities and only 
the entities. The laws of nature are therefore metaphysically necessary given the kinds found in a world. 
If natural kinds necessarily contain the causal powers that they do, then they must behave exactly the 
same way in every possible world that they are found. Atoms will always behave like atoms; porcelain 
will always behave like porcelain. Laws of nature are tied necessarily to the objects that exist in the 
world. A world with different kinds of objects would have different laws of nature because natural kinds 
are the ultimate source of nature’s behavior. If generalizations do not hold between worlds, it is because 
there are different kinds of things in that world.  
 Now that the positions of Ellis and Kornblith have been explained, it is time to examine how 
Sankey can combine the work of the two philosophers and scientific realism without circularity to solve 
Hume’s problem of induction.  
Sankey hopes to justify his solution by placing Ellis’ ontology first. To use Sankey’s words: “we 
are rational to employ induction when we form our beliefs about the future because nature is, in fact, 
uniform (5).” If nature has individual uniformities based in kinds with necessary behaviors and we are 
disposed to pick out kinds, then our inductive inferences, if they are based on natural kinds’ necessary 
behavior, have real predictive power. If we can observe a cluster of kinds and can determine that they 
all have an essential property, then we are justified in inferring all future members of that kind will have 
essential properties. Predictions based off of the necessary properties of natural kinds can be 
demonstrative because every instance of that natural kind will have the necessary property.  We are 
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justified in assuming all members of a kind will act a certain way because any object or process acting 
errantly would not be a member of that kind. This is where Kornblith’s work comes in, as there is no way 
to know that natural kinds exist without a sufficient theory of epistemology. It is entirely possible that 
we could be deluded into believing that the world is made up of natural kinds. Or alternatively, the 
world could have natural kinds, and it could appear that they have necessary properties, but we still 
need some way to justify our beliefs.  
To justify Ellis’s position, Sankey claims that Ellis’s view is justified by the philosophical move 
inference to the best explanation. In other words, there is no demonstrative defense for or against 
scientific essentialism, but it seems to fit available data better than any other explanation. While 
inferring to the best explanation may seem inductive, therefore putting a justification of induction on 
inductive grounds, Sankey denies that there is any circularity. He seems to think his inference to the best 
explanation justifies enumerative induction, and therefore is not moving in a circle. The claim that 
Hume’s problem of induction is a problem of justifying enumerative induction is an interesting take on 
Hume’s problem, but misguided. Enumerative induction, as I demonstrated in Chapter 2, is insufficient 
for scientific progress. Sankey is probably mixing up enumerative induction with the sort of principle 
driving enumerative induction, specifically Nicod’s principle. I am not referring to a general reading of 
Nicod’s principle, rather the general claim that evidence confirms generalizations.  
 He formally defends scientific essentialism with two premises: “science is successful” and “the 
existence of natural kinds is the best explanation to the success of science (6).” Here, Sankey steps on 
his own toes because he uses a premise that he believes disqualifies Kornblith from directly justifying 
induction; Sankey has tried to justify the success of induction by the success of induction. Even if there is 
a way of justifying Ellis without appealing to the success of past inductive inferences, relying on 
inference to the best explanation just moves the problem of induction to a problem of justifying 
inference to the best explanation (Clendinnen 129). Sankey’s solution, as presented is justified circularly. 
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The solution should not be written off. If an alternative method of justification can be found, the 
solution provides a robust justification of inductive inferences. To demonstrate why Sankey’s system is 
worth saving, I am going to extrapolate from “Induction and Natural Kinds,” and demonstrate the ideal 
capability of the system. Sankey only offers a few clues regarding what he thinks happens where the 
rubber meets the road, but I think the system is capable of demonstrative inferences. In addition, I 
believe that Sankey’s solution produces inferences that mirror how we think about the world, especially 
when contrasted with accounts that rely on a Humean view of nature.  
To explore Sankey’s solution, I will return to John, the habitual coffee drinker, who comes to 
expect certain effects following his morning coffee. A strict Humean account of nature denies that there 
is a real connection between an apparent cause (e.g., coffee) and its apparent effect (e.g., staying 
awake). Our belief that drinking coffee necessarily brings about the expected effects is mistaken, and 
the two events are only correlated, not causally connected. Experience draws us to connect the two 
otherwise independent events by habit. It is safe to say that few, if any, people subscribe to this extreme 
view, as, to use Russell’s vocabulary, it is psychologically untenable. If we accept that causality is real 
and instead maintain a Humean two-part nature, something to which modern Humeans seem to assent 
(Ellis, Causal Powers 24), the interpretation of coffee’s effects is nearly as counterintuitive. The coffee 
may lead to effects in this world, but in other worlds with other laws of nature, coffee has other effects. 
Therefore, the effects of coffee are contingent on laws of nature, and there is nothing necessary about 
the effects coffee has on us. This does not appear to be the way we naturally think, and if Kornblith is 
right, our inductive intuitions offer insight into how the world works. Our natural inferential tendencies 
seem to reason that since coffee had certain effects on use before, those effects are a necessary part of 
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coffee. Decaf and regular are not identical because, although they share identical superficial properties, 
they have different effects and therefore are different things.30  
Given the three positions Sankey offers, we can reject Humean accounts and turn our native 
inferential tendencies into demonstrative inferences. By forming sound inferences based off of the 
necessary powers of natural kinds, we can know with certainty that repeated interactions between 
identical natural kinds will produce identical results. Since natural kinds have certain properties 
necessarily, we can have a demonstrative inference if the natural kinds involved have the right kind of 
necessary properties to guarantee the conclusion. For now, consider regular coffee, caffeine, and the 
adenosine receptors that are blocked by caffeine in humans to be natural kinds of objects. In addition, 
consider the process of caffeine binding to adenosine receptors and the corresponding biochemical 
cascade to be natural kinds of processes.31 Each kind has necessary causal powers or dispositions: 
regular coffee necessarily contains caffeine, caffeine and adenosine receptors have the necessary 
disposition of interacting with one another, and the resulting biochemical cascade necessarily has the 
effect of keeping a person awake. With the legwork out of the way, we can form the demonstrative 
inference (Kinds): 
  
                                                          
30
 I think it is plausible people are willing to admit that if decaf and regular were placed in another world in which 
different laws of nature switch the effects of coffee (i.e., decaf had the effects of regular and regular had the 
effects of decaf), then “regular” coffee would still be the one that caffeinates while “decaf” is the one that does 
not. If so, this would be evidence for intuitive support Sankey’s view because it entails that our identity of kinds is 
due to causal powers and not the underlying properties of the substance.  
31
 I am oversimplifying the interaction of caffeine and the human body for the sake of example. The biochemical 
cascade caused by caffeine binding with adenosine would most likely be a whole slew of chemical natural kinds 
interacting with one another in natural kinds of processes.  
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1) A is a cup of regular coffee 
2) Regular coffee necessarily contains caffeine 
3) When ingested, caffeine necessarily binds with adenosine receptors which necessarily leads 
to a biochemical cascade 
4) The biochemical cascade necessarily leads to the physiological effect of being awake. 
 
5) If ingested, A will necessarily lead to the effect of being awake. 
 
While premises 2, 3, and 4 are hidden from the unscientific drinker of coffee, (Kinds) seems to reflect 
our natural inductive habits. 32 The lay person appears to use a shorted version, where the underlying 
causal chain is assumed. Coffee is taken to be a kind, and the effects of coffee are taken to be its 
necessary dispositional properties (Kinds’): 
1) A is a cup of coffee 
2) When ingested, regular coffee necessarily leads to the effect of being awake 
 
3) If ingested, A will necessarily lead to the effect of being awake. 
 
Repeated interactions with kinds convince us that those kinds possess certain necessary dispositional 
properties—we think that coffee necessarily wakes us up. I believe this to be a point in favor of Sankey’s 
solution, especially from the point of view of Kornblith’s work. If we are disposed by evolution to see the 
world as it is, then any ontological justification of induction should be able to correspond cleanly to our 
natural inductive tendencies. 
                                                          
32
 I grant that these claims are only based off of my intuition. Our native inductive tendencies may be an 
interesting topic for experimental philosophy to study empirically. 
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 As I have shown, Sankey was wrong to think that his solution was not circular, but that does not 
mean that the solution is not without hope. If it succeeds, it combines a robust epistemic and ontologic 
account. Together, they can explain why inductive reasoning is possible in our world and why we are 
capable of inductive reasoning. In the next chapter, I examine ways that Sankey could have justified his 
solution and propose three postulates that can remove the circularity from his position. I will also 
expand Sankey’s solution so that it gives predictive power to more than the necessary properties of 
natural kinds. 
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Chapter 5: Beyond Sankey 
 
Failures of Sankey aside, the epistemic position of Kornblith and the ontological position of Ellis 
can still be combined into a robust account of the world and our knowledge of it. The way Sankey bases 
his solution off of Ellis’s scientific essentialism is circular, but I think he was on the right track. Justifying 
the entire solution off of scientific essentialism is possible, and it is the only available avenue that fully 
integrates the work of Ellis and Kornblith. Instead of following Sankey and justifying scientific 
essentialism by inference to the best explanation, I propose that the core of Ellis’s ontology should be 
postulated. From there, I explain how Sankey’s solution interacts with hypothetico-deductivism so that 
it can be used to guide scientific advancement better than hypothetico-deductivism alone. I then expand 
Sankey’s solution to allow for inferences between certain artifacts by changing the unit of prediction 
from Ellis’s natural kinds to Boyd’s homeostatic property clusters. Finally, I offer a way to dissolve the 
Grue paradox using both Sankey’s system and homeostatic property clusters. 
 
Postulating Sankey’s Solution 
If we strictly adhere to Sankey’s proposal of combining the three positions of scientific 
essentialism, scientific realism, and naturalistic epistemology, there are a number of ways to potentially 
justify Sankey’s solution. Accepting Kornblith’s epistemology as a base point has the advantage of 
justifying the solution off of empirical evidence. Kornblith’s justification for his epistemology lies mainly 
in psychological studies that strongly support his view. In Kornblith’s own words: “given my own 
philosophical purposes in this book, the work I have been reporting upon could not better suit my needs 
if it were invented (71).” Despite this advantage, Kornblith’s work is not sufficient to justify Sankey’s 
solution for two reasons. First, the avenue takes the reliability of some inductive inferences as a given 
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and is therefore circular. The goal of Kornblith’s naturalistic epistemology is not to justify induction, but 
to describe why induction works.  
Setting the matter of circularity aside, Kornblith’s position is not sufficient for justifying Ellis’s 
scientific essentialism. Even Sankey if did not care about circularity, he could not treat the work of 
Kornblith as a starting point for Ellis. While a basic ontology is laid out, the main focus of Kornblith’s 
ontological discussion is to use the success of induction to justify the claim that the world is composed 
of natural kinds. Sankey ignores Kornblith’s discussion of ontology and opts to use Ellis’s work, but 
Sankey does take interest in Kornblith’s claim that our psychology predisposes us to pick out natural 
kinds. This epistemic claim is an insufficient starting point for Sankey because apparent knowledge 
about something does not equate its existence. Otherwise, the world would be populated by phlogiston, 
or at least would have from the point that its existence was “discovered” in 1667 until the scientific 
community rejected the view. Plus, this avenue is wide open to skeptical attacks, which argue that the 
evidence points to how we as creatures interpret the world instead of how the world actually is. 
Psychological studies reveal that we tend to see the world in terms of natural kinds, which could be 
taken to confirm that separating the world into kinds is just a cognitive quirk of humanity. For some 
reason we evolved the inclination for seeing kinds where kinds do not exist, the skeptic can argue, and 
science is just an expression of that inclination. 
Another possible way to justify Sankey’s solution would be to assume scientific realism and then 
justify Ellis’s ontology by means of Kornblith’s interpretation of psychological studies. Sankey’s inclusion 
of scientific realism is a little odd, because after initially defining it, Sankey never mentions the position 
again except to reaffirm its part in his solution during the paper’s conclusion. In addition, Ellis 
presupposes scientific realism and it is a consequence of Kornblith’s work—if the circularity is accepted. 
Nevertheless, positing scientific realism as a first step initially appears promising. All philosophically 
naïve inductive inferences involve the assumption that investigation leads to truth about a mind-
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independent reality. If we accept that science is shedding light on real phenomena, then the existence of 
natural kinds is all but secured. Since we have evidence of discrete kinds of things in nature and that 
their reality is secured by realism, then it follows that natural kinds are real. Then, if Kornblith’s reading 
of psychological studies holds under scrutiny, because the psychological studies are pointing to real 
phenomena, given scientific realism, we are also justified in accepting that we are disposed to see 
natural kinds for what they are. 
 Despite the attractiveness of assuming scientific realism, it does not follow from the view that 
natural kinds possess necessary causal powers. We can claim that natural kinds have essences—certain 
properties that make the natural kinds the kinds that they are—but this is only a matter of 
identification. The essences are only the characteristic properties that make an entity a member of one 
set of natural kinds rather than another. Kinds are differentiated by their essential properties; if all 
members of natural kind K have n essential properties and object O has n- 1 of the properties, then O is 
not a member of K. This does not require that natural kinds have their dispositional properties as part of 
their essences, for the essences could just be intrinsic properties that interact with laws of nature. This is 
consistent with the two-part nature Ellis denies and therefore is not sufficient for scientific essentialism. 
The essences of natural kinds could be intrinsic properties if they interact with independent laws of 
nature to create the extrinsic properties we experience. 
 With this in mind, I believe that the best hope for justifying Sankey’s solution without circularity 
is to postulate a few core claims of Ellis’s scientific essentialism, similar to how Russell postulated his 
view of nature. Postulating parts of scientific essentialism is inherently risky, as it requires justifying 
inferences from assumed principles that can be disproven. Empirical evidence and philosophical inquiry 
can destroy the appearance of a postulate’s soundness by either demonstrating that the assumptions 
are self-contradictory or that the consequences of the postulates do not conform to nature. If the 
postulates are found to be untenable, all inferences based off of the flawed postulates are not sound 
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and the system collapses. The postulates that I believe are required to underpin Sankey’s system are 
rather mild and are capable of holding up against rigorous testing and attack. I propose that Sankey’s 
solution should postulate: 
1) Everything in nature is a member of a natural kind or is composed of natural kinds 
2) The behavior of nature is the result of the properties of natural kinds, not because of interaction 
between natural kinds and the laws of nature 
3) Every natural kind possesses certain properties necessarily, including dispositional properties. 
 
While there is much more to Ellis’s position than these three postulates, they seem to encompass what 
Sankey is interested in. From these postulates it may be possible to build ontologies significantly 
different than what Ellis defends in Scientific Essentialism. As far as I can tell, such hypothetical systems 
would also work in the way Sankey wants, but I will focus on how the postulates are interpreted by Ellis. 
The first postulate is the least contentious of the three because there is currently not much 
debate over the existence of natural kinds. There is debate over the nature of natural kinds, what types 
of things qualify as natural kinds, and how we can know about natural kinds, but there does not seem to 
be evidence against their existence—especially at the molecular level (Bird and Tobin). The denial of 
natural kinds would require the adoption of some form of scientific antirealism (the view that science is 
not pointing to anything real or that the prevailing the theories of science determine reality) or would 
require a fundamental change in our understanding of molecules. At the molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic level, the world appears to be composed of discrete and causally identical kinds of things. To 
destroy evidence of natural kinds at this level, scientific advancement would have to invalidate the 
existence of such entities or discover that such entities exist on a continuum. Both options seem 
extremely unlikely considering how many different angles atoms and molecules have been studied. 
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The second postulate denies that there are laws of nature over and above the things found in 
the world. While I cannot offer a comprehensive attack against a two-part nature, Caroline Lierse (who 
has worked closely with Ellis) argues that philosophers defending the view, including David Lewis and 
David Armstrong, implicitly abandon the assumptions that motivate their views (29). I do think Ellis is 
right to think that the laws of nature are determined by the types of things found in nature.33 The 
intuitiveness of the view is perhaps more clear when considering fields like sociology, economics, or 
animal behavior. In these fields, events do not occur because there are laws of nature directing the 
movement of people or animals (unless morality is considered a law of nature). Instead, law-like 
behavior emerges from the interactions among a group of individuals. Predictable group behavior does 
not arise because there are laws existent above humans or animal, but predictable group behavior is the 
result of groups of individuals acting according to their innate and learned dispositions. Laws of nature 
similarly emerge out of the widespread interactions between natural kinds, and are not something over 
and above natural kinds.   
The third postulate holds that natural kinds have certain dispositional properties—properties 
that determine how the natural kind reacts to certain situations—necessarily. While this postulate runs 
counter to the arguments of Hume, it appears to be extremely resilient to attack. Certain philosophers, 
specifically David Armstrong, have argued that natural necessity is a necessary condition for induction 
(Clendinnen 128). If our world is one that follows law-like behavior, allowing for justified induction, then 
there does not seem to be a way that law-like behavior could occur without entities having necessary 
behavior. Proving the existence of natural necessity is a huge problem because asymptotic certainty 
seems to be the best that we can do. Kornblith’s naturalistic epistemology does not hold the key to 
                                                          
33
 This view has an interesting consequence on the distinction between physically possible worlds and logically 
possible worlds. Physically possible worlds are often described as the subset of logically possible worlds where the 
laws of nature are identical with our own. When considered in light of the work by Ellis, physically possible worlds 
are no longer those with the same laws of nature as our own—they are worlds with the same natural kinds as our 
own. Therefore, it is impossible for a physically possible world to have an object or event discrete from one that 
exists in the actual world. 
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discovering natural necessity, but future study in the spirit of Kornblith may yield such results. Current 
evidence defending our ability to identify natural kinds does not entail that we can identify the 
necessary properties of natural kinds. Careful consideration may increase our confidence in our claim 
that K is a natural kind with N necessary properties, but Kornblith does not provide a method for 
reaching certainty. The postulate assumes natural necessity exists, even though we do not have any way 
of justifying the existence of natural necessity by experience. 
The claim made by the third postulate is more resilient to attack than it may appear because it 
does not claim what properties are necessary to the kind. Some natural kinds may only have their 
structure as necessary properties, but this would not invalidate the postulate. If the essential properties 
of some natural kinds are pushed to such an extreme, Sankey’s solution loses predictive power. 
Necessary properties are the only things that are law-like in Sankey’s solution, and if shape is a kind’s 
only necessary property, it is the only property of a thing that can provide demonstrative results. There 
is little reason to think that Ellis’s natural kinds will be forced to give up every necessary dispositional 
property other than their structure, but, even in such a case, the third postulate would not be disproven. 
As long as all natural kinds have at least one necessary property, the postulate remains viable.  
 Even though Sankey’s solution now acts similarly to Russell’s postulates, I believe Sankey’s 
solution deserves to be taken more seriously. Sankey’s position looks at more fundamental phenomena 
than Russell’s postulates. For instance, Russell’s postulate of separable causal lines, frequently from any 
phenomenon A, facts about closely related phenomenon A’ can be inferred, does not explain why some 
phenomena are predictable from others. Because Russell’s postulates conceptualize the world as causal 
lines, this postulate does not mean that we can predict something between two objects. Rather, it 
claims that when we observe a phenomenon at one point at time, we can infer facts about that 
phenomenon at another point in time, but it does not stipulate what predictable phenomena have in 
common. Under Sankey’s view, necessary properties of natural kinds delineate predictable 
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phenomenon from unpredictable phenomenon. Because some properties of those natural kinds are 
necessary, we can infer that the natural kind will have those properties at every point it exists. The lack 
of explanatory power exists in all of Russell’s postulates, and it seems as if every single one can be stated 
more precisely in terms of natural kinds. 
If the world is composed of uniform kinds and we have the ability to identify them, then we 
have insight into the natural necessity that exists in the world. I have not, however, provided a 
demonstrative argument for the solution, nor can I. Due to my reliance on postulates, there will always 
be a question over whether or not the system correctly mirrors nature. While I attempted to show that 
the postulates are rather mild, they would not be much good if they did not build into something useful. 
I believe the inference (Kinds) is an example of how useful Sankey’s solution can be. Again, to restate 
(Kinds): 
1) A is a cup of regular coffee 
2) Regular coffee necessarily contains caffeine 
3) When ingested, caffeine necessarily binds with adenosine receptors which necessarily leads 
to a biochemical cascade 
4) The biochemical cascade necessarily leads to the physiological effect of being awake. 
 
5) If ingested, A will necessarily lead to the effect of being awake. 
 
There is a major problem of identity in Sankey’s solution that I do not know how to solve, and it 
threatens the soundness of demonstrative inferences like (Kinds). The identity problem is the problem of 
determining all of the properties of a natural kind, because any undiscovered properties risk becoming 
confounding variables in an inference. Identifying an object or process as member of a natural kind may 
necessarily involve two ampliative steps. Assume that someone is interested in object O, and 
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observation of O has revealed that O possesses properties P. In addition, the set P is identical to the set 
of essential properties of natural kind K. Judging by this information alone, it seems that O is a member 
of K. This raises two problematic questions. First, how do we know that we have identified all of the 
essential properties of K? Second, how to we know that if K has n essential properties and we have 
identified all n in O, that O does not have n+1 essential properties and is actually a member of the 
closely related kind K’? This is problematic because inferences about natural kinds that are ignorant 
about a causal power risk not taking into account dispositional properties and variables relevant to the 
conclusion. In the case of (Kinds), if adenosine receptors lose their ability to bind to caffeine in the 
presence of another chemical, then (Kinds) loses its soundness. The third premise is no longer true, as 
caffeine only blocks adenosine receptors in the absence of the other chemical. Therefore, we can only 
be certain of an inference’s soundness if we are confident that all essential properties have been 
identified.   
The identity problem cannot be solved by appealing to the work of Kornblith or Ellis. Kornblith 
argues that we do tend to identify natural kind’s essential properties, but he does not argue that we 
identify all essential properties with anything resembling demonstrability (105-107). Ellis does not 
provide an answer to this problem because the problem is epistemic in nature and Ellis is only interested 
in laying down an ontological framework. Ellis does offer a theoretical test for identifying essential 
properties, but the test seems to rely on a method like enumerative induction or hypothetico-
deductivism and therefore cannot be demonstrative. Because he defines essential properties as those 
that a kind possesses independently of accidental causal forces, essential properties are those that an 
object would have if it was spontaneously brought into existence with no inertia in empty space-time. 
The discovery of properties and structures rely on empirical testing, and even if we are somehow 
assured that we are identifying a kind without the influence of accidental forces, we currently have no 
way to know all properties have been discovered. This is even more problematic for dispositional 
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properties, as the discovery of dispositions presumably requires an experimenter to apply various 
accidental forces to the natural kind and record what happens. 
The postulates are limited to claims about existence because it allows for Kornblith’s epistemic 
position to be improved. The postulates are meant to be conjoined with Kornblith’s naturalistic 
epistemology without having to assume any aspect of Kornblith’s view. Postulating a naturalistic 
epistemology would run against the spirit of Kornblith’s work, because Kornblith wants his view to be 
justified with hard psychological data. The postulates do not lock Sankey’s view into a specific 
epistemology, and work continuing in the spirit of Kornblith’s could be used to strengthen Sankey’s 
solution. The identity problem is a problem of epistemology, and it is at least plausible that evidence will 
emerge supporting the claim that we can know once we have identified all of the necessary properties 
of a natural kind. What such evidence would look like is unclear, but that does not make its existence 
implausible. 
 
Sankey’s Solution and Hypothetico-Deductivism 
Sankey’s solution is a guide to why induction works, but it does not offer a method for deriving 
inductive generalizations from observations. The ontological position of Ellis and epistemic position of 
Kornblith have to be combined with a method of forming generalizations like those found in Chapter 2. 
Scientists have already made tremendous progress using a close variant to hypothetico-deductivism 
without explicitly adopting any such ontology or epistemology. The acceptance of Sankey’s solution 
would only be worthwhile if science has already implicitly adopted the view or if the view offers some 
advantage over the status quo. I believe that both are the case. The above examples, (Kinds) and 
(Kinds’), capture what I think Sankey is going for and the kind of inferences made by scientists and lay 
people, respectively. Granted, rigorous science rarely deals with absolutes, and there are usually 
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exceptions to any phenomenon, but, because of the identity problem, absolutes may be hidden behind 
unknown properties of natural kinds.  
A defense of the claim that science implicitly follows Sankey’s solution goes beyond the work in 
this paper, but it is entirely possible that science has implicitly adopted something like Sankey’s solution 
because it has proven successful. Quine argued that we categorize nature the way we do because trial 
and error has taught that us some methods of categorization create more reliable inductive inferences 
than others (Natural Kinds 128). The scientific method existed for hundreds of years before anyone 
thought to describe the method with hypothetico-deductivism. I suspect the scientific method first 
spread because it worked, not because philosophers formulated it and then offered it to scientists. 
Therefore, scientific fields may already implicitly assume that humans are capable of observing natural 
kinds with necessary properties because inferences assuming such have worked well in the past.  
If science’s success is based around the necessary properties of natural kinds, then we can think 
of hypothetico-deductivism in terms of natural kinds and necessary properties of natural kinds. 
Ultimately, this offers us a way to split up use of hypothetico-deductivism to instances where the 
existence of a natural kind is posited and instances where an aspect of that natural kind is posited. There 
are three things that need to be discovered about every natural kind, so discovery of natural kinds via 
hypothetico-deductivism has three parts: (1) discovering the existence of a novel type of natural kind, 
(2) discovering the necessary properties, including dispositional properties, of the natural kind, and (3) 
discovering the behavior of those necessary properties. It is not clear whether the first two steps would 
be separate in practice. Identity of a natural kind rests solely on its necessary properties, so the first step 
may only occur with the second step. Whether the first and second step can occur separately depends 
on whether or not we can identify the existence of a kind without knowing any of its necessary 
properties. The second and third steps do not necessarily occur together because it is possible to know 
of a property without knowing the property’s behavior in all situations. It is possible to discover that a 
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natural kind necessarily reacts to a certain stimulus without knowing all of the relevant information 
about that disposition. When copper was discovered to conduct electricity, it was not known that 
copper’s conductivity changes with temperature. The disposition to conduct electricity was discovered 
before the effect accidental properties had on the dispositional property were known.  
 We should remain agnostic over the claim that science implicitly assumes something like 
Sankey’s solution until there is empirical evidence in the claim’s favor. Because Sankey’s solution needs 
to be conjoined with a method of forming generalizations, if Sankey’s solution added another ampliative 
step to hypothetico-deductivism or enumerative induction, then that would be a serious strike against 
adopting Sankey’s view. Granted, the postulates already constitute a non-demonstrative step in the 
solution, but this seems to be a necessary evil to arrive at a principle of uniformity (and if Russell is 
correct, a way past solipsism) without circularity. The identity problem appears to be a strike against 
Sankey’s solution, but if we are using hypothetico-deductivism with Sankey’s solution, the problem of 
identity collapses into the ampliative step of hypothetico-deductivism. The identity problem suggests 
that we can only know asymptotically whether or not a given property is necessary to a kind and 
whether or not we have discovered all of the effects that accidental properties have on that necessary 
property. Because we would confirm the behavior of a property by enumerative induction or 
hypothetico-deductivism, we are not adding an ampliative step.  More importantly, if future work 
eliminates the identity problem, then we can use both systems to produce demonstrative conclusions.   
 In light of Sankey’s solution, hypothetico-deductivism can be seen as a search into the nature of 
natural kinds. When a theory is tested, it is testing for the existence of a natural kind with certain 
necessary properties. Once a natural kind is found to exist, then specific details of properties can be 
ironed out over time as more hypotheses about the behavior of the kind is confirmed or disconfirmed. 
The identity problem is therefore fundamentally a problem of confirmation, because we need to 
confirm that kinds have the necessary properties we think they have. If we have a natural kind K and we 
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think we have identified n necessary properties P, then we have to rely on asymptotic evidence that K 
has n properties P and not n+1 properties P’. Because I postulated ontology rather than epistemology, 
the postulates allow for an account of epistemology more robust than Kornblith’s in order to offer a 
solution to the identity problem. This is not to say that I advocate abandoning Kornblith’s position, but 
the naturalistic epistemology put forth in Induction and Its Natural Ground is not a completed project. 
Further evidence may offer us a strong reason to believe that we are capable of identifying all of the 
properties of a natural kind.  
Adopting Sankey’s solution also offers insight into a problem with hypothetico-deductivism. 
Remember that hypothetico-deductivism has a major issue: any evidence supporting a true theory could 
accidentally be taken to confirm the true theory and a second theory consistent with the first (page 28). 
To deal with this, we need to adjust Nicod’s principle to reflect Sankey’s solution. The solution only 
offers predictive power to the necessary properties of natural kinds, so a modified version of Nicod’s 
principle should only allow inductive confirmation of necessary properties. Quine’s adjusted Nicod’s 
principle holds that the generalization “all F’s are G’s” is confirmed by something that is an F and a G if 
and only if F and G refer to natural kinds (Fitelson and Hawthorne 5). Combining the positions of Ellis 
and Kornblith allows us to be more specific than that, so I propose Sankey’s Nicod’s Principle (SNP): 
In the absence of counterexamples, every F is G is confirmed by an F that is a G if and only if F 
 and G (1) designate a natural kind, (2) are necessary properties of a natural kind, or (3) are 
 accidental properties tied to necessary properties of a natural kind. 
 
SNP is too restrictive for hypothetico-deductivism, so the method needs a principle able to handle 
hypotheses other than “All P’s are Q’s”. With this in mind, I also propose Broad SNP: 
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In the absence of counter examples, the observation of an event entailed by the proposed 
necessary property of a natural kind confirms the existence of that natural kind with that 
necessary property. 
 
With SNP and Broad SNP, we can control how a hypothesis is formulated in enumerative 
induction and hypothetico-deductivism, and at the very least, Broad SNP offers insight into what 
happens when evidence is taken to confirm a theory and an extra statement. When using the two 
Nicod’s principles, a hypothesis should have two parts: the first stipulates what kind is involved and the 
part proposes some aspect of a necessary property. The first part designates a natural kind or the 
natural kinds that are involved in a particular interaction. The second part stipulates a single aspect of 
the kind, what properties it necessarily has, what relationship between its necessary or accidental 
properties necessarily holds, or what disposition it has in a situation. When a hypothesis stipulates more 
than that, it risks lumping together unrelated phenomenon under one prediction. With this stipulation, 
evidence can only confirm an untrue hypothesis if the disposition is somehow indexed to a situation and 
is taken to hold in all situations. For instance, if we are testing the hypothesis “caffeine always binds 
with adenosine receptors” and there is another natural kind, K that blocks adenosine receptors, the 
hypothesis could be confirmed if it is only tested in the absence of K. The risk of this occurring can then 
be minimized by checking the property while the natural kind is exposed to a wide range of accidental 
forces. 
Both versions of SNP only work in fields that study natural kinds. Fields like economics, 
sociology, or even psychology may not study natural kinds. Moreover, if biological species are not 
natural kinds after all, biology cannot have predictive power over biological species. That is not to say 
that molecular biology does not study natural kinds, because molecular structures in cells are very likely 
discrete types. More importantly, both versions of SNP are completely unable offer predictive power 
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over non-natural kinds, or artifacts, like cars or buildings that seem to have some properties necessariliy. 
To have a Nicod’s principle that is able to do more, Sankey’s solution has to be adjusted.  
 
Adding Property Clusters 
Before I explore how Sankey can approach the Grue paradox, I want to expand his view beyond 
what was presented in “Induction and Natural Kinds” without going beyond the positions of Ellis and 
Kornblith. This requires a distinction between Kornblith’s homeostatic property cluster account of 
natural kinds and Ellis’s account of natural kinds. From this point on, I refer to Ellis’s account of natural 
kinds as “natural kinds” and Kornblith’s account of homeostatic property cluster kinds as “property 
clusters.” 
 Overall, the philosophies of Ellis and Kornblith fit together quite nicely, as Ellis does not worry 
about epistemically justifying scientific essentialism, and Kornblith does not venture far into ontology 
other than to argue for the existence of natural kinds. Combining Ellis and Kornblith’s philosophies does 
require a decision over two incompatible methods for determining the essences of natural kind—what 
characteristic properties make a thing a member of a natural kind. Sankey relies on Ellis’s account, but 
this may unduly limit the predictive power of his solution. The mechanism Kornblith uses to define 
essential properties of natural kinds is significantly more robust than Ellis’s, and choosing Kornblith’s 
method expands the power of Sankey’s solution beyond what is proposed in “Induction and Natural 
Kinds.” By adopting property clusters, Sankey gains explanatory and inferential power he thinks he lacks.  
To explain the properties of natural kinds, Kornblith adopts Richard Boyd’s homeostatic 
property clusters to explain that the definitive properties of a natural kind are those properties that are 
a result of the interaction between the kind’s constituent parts. Under Boyd’s view, property clusters 
exist as they do in the world because certain combinations of more fundamental entities create stable 
entities (Kornblith 37-38). Just as living organisms have systems that work together to maintain 
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homeostasis, certain kinds come together in stable arrangements that hold together against external 
forces. In these homeostatic relationships, properties emerge from the interplay between parts. By far 
the clearest example of a homeostatic property cluster is the atom. Atoms have three types of 
constituents that form a stable relationship: protons, neutrons, and electrons. The properties of an atom 
cannot be explained simply in terms of its constituent parts because the behavior of atoms would be 
impossible if the three types of particles only floated freely in close proximity. Some atomic isotopes are 
more stable than others because some combinations of electrons, neutrons, and protons form stronger 
property clusters. Radioactive decay is the deterioration of an unstable property cluster, and fusion of 
otherwise stable atoms in the sun is the destruction of a property cluster that is unstable in that 
unfavorable environment. 
Kornblith adopts homeostatic property clusters into his ontology because it offers a way to 
differentiate between natural kinds. Oxygen and hydrogen have different properties because the 
difference in the arrangement of the clusters results in different emergent properties. The properties 
that are determined by the clustering are those that all members of the kind have. Temperature of an 
atom is not determined by its parts, but a disposition to freeze or melt at certain temperatures is. 
Therefore, the temperature of an atom is an accidental property whereas its freezing temperature is 
essential. 
The explanatory power of Boyd’s homeostatic property cluster kinds far outstrips Ellis’s method 
of differentiating between essential and accidental properties of a kind.34 Ellis argues that an essential 
property of a kind are its intrinsic properties—properties that natural kinds have in the absence of any 
accidental forces. This is a potentially problematic spot for Ellis because it requires that a kind’s essential 
properties be defined in terms of what is non-essential. To prevent circularity in definition, Ellis explains 
that essential properties as those a natural kind would have without inertia in empty space (Scientific 
                                                          
34
 Please note that I am using Boyd’s homeostatic property clusters as presented in Kornblith’s Induction and Its 
Natural Ground (35-37). 
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Essentialism 29). Because his account does not explain why certain properties are essential and some 
are not, Ellis could use a more robust account of essential properties. While Sankey could drop 
homeostatic property clusters in favor of considering what properties kinds would have in deep space, 
this strips Sankey’s ability to explain why natural kinds possess the properties that they do. Ellis’s 
account has potentially unwanted ramifications on biological kindhood because most biological systems 
break down in a vacuum and some, such as walking, require gravity. Without changing this view, Ellis 
has to admit that most biological systems are not natural kinds, or he can concede that processes that 
intuitively seem to be essential to organisms are accidental because they are impossible in space. 
Property clusters can, however, determine essential and accidental properties of biological systems 
without hassle because the abilities and immanent systems of biological organisms are emergent 
properties of their constituent parts.  
Besides bolstering Ellis’s account of natural kinds, property clusters may offer a way to predict 
behavior of non-natural kinds, or artifacts. Remember that Sankey’s solution is an attempt to justify 
inductive inferences by arguing real and knowable natural kinds have predictable behavior by virtue of 
natural kinds’ necessary dispositional properties. Neither Ellis nor Kornblith explore how their respective 
views would handle artifacts. Sankey remains agnostic over whether his solution is limited to natural 
kinds, but he seems to think that inferences involving artifacts have to be reduced into inferences about 
the natural kinds involved: “it may very well be the case that one is only able to make reliable inductive 
inferences about artifacts and other non-natural kinds, to the extent that such inferences turn on facts 
about them which obtain in virtue of their being members of natural kinds (7).” In this case, predictive 
power is limited to essential properties of natural kinds and therefore demonstrative inferences about 
artifacts can only be done if the inferences break the artifacts into their constitutive natural kinds. 
Forcing such reduction would be problematic in day to day inferences and inferences in sciences where 
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there is controversy over whether the fields study natural kinds. If predictive power is limited to natural 
kinds, demonstrative inferences regarding artifacts would have to look like (Artifact): 
1) Artifact P is made up of natural kinds x, y, and z. 
2) X essentially has property a  
3) Y essentially has property b 
4) Z essentially has property c 
5) Artifacts necessarily have all of the essential properties of the constitutive natural kinds 
 
6) P will have properties a, b, and c 
 
The reductionist strategy found in (Artifact) potentially ignores interplay between natural kinds in an 
artifact. The creation of an artifact often leads to novel properties that are not found in its natural kind 
parts. Wood in a chair does not have the essential property of having a raised horizontal surface, but a 
chair certainly could not be a chair without such a property. Using (Artifact), any inferences regarding 
the properties of a chair would have to rely on the properties of the wood. Since Sankey is only 
interested in the predictive power of natural kinds and (Artifact) fails to account for emergent 
properties, then Sankey’s solution would have to resort to something like the ampliative (Artifact’): 
1) Artifact A is an instance of artifact-kind P 
2) Artifacts of kind P has been observed to have properties x, y, and z 
3) Properties x, y, and z are not explainable by reducing P into natural kinds in the spirit of 
(Artifact) 
4) Artifacts not reducible to natural kinds cannot be assumed to have properties necessarily 
 
5) Artifact A may or may not have properties x, y, and z.  
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Because Ellis’s ontology only guarantees the necessary behavior of natural kinds, (Artifact’) appears to 
be the best that Sankey can do. (Artifact’) could be adjusted so that confidence in artifact-kind P’s 
behavior increases asymptotically with observations. This leaves our inferences based off of artifacts in a 
position no better than if we had abandoned Sankey and only used hypothetico-deductivism and 
enumerative induction because we can never be certain that artifact-kind P’s behavior necessarily 
includes properties x, y, and z. 
 It seems, however, that certain artifacts have essential properties: chairs necessarily have flat 
surfaces for sitting, drinking glasses necessarily hold liquid, gin is necessarily made with juniper berries. 
Many artifacts appear to qualify as property clusters because they are stable combinations that have 
properties that do not exist in the parts. For instance, an internal combustion engine is certainly not a 
natural kind, but is reasonable to believe that the way an engine is made up gives it certain powers 
essentially. To be an internal combustion engine, it is reasonable to require that an object has a 
chamber for explosions and some sort of mechanism that is pushed by those explosions. From these 
essential properties, the engine has dispositional property of being able to produce kinetic energy in a 
circular direction. Notice that these artificial property clusters are not determined in the same way as 
natural property clusters. Natural property clusters ostensibly exist in the world as real kinds of things. 
The property clusters hydrogen atoms and water molecules exist as distinct types of things regardless of 
the labels we place on them. An alien race would theoretically also identify water molecules as real 
things in nature made up of oxygen and hydrogen atoms, regardless of how they split up our artifacts. 
To an alien race, the distinction between tables and chairs may appear trivial and they may combine the 
two into the set of artifacts that have supporting legs and a large horizontal surface. But, since we utilize 
tables and chairs differently, the two are discrete property clusters. Artificial property clusters are 
instead determined by their human-driven function. Therefore, if the bottom of a drinking glass is 
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punctured with holes so that it cannot hold water, it no longer qualifies as the property cluster “drinking 
glass” because it no longer has the characteristic properties of one. 
 Ellis’s scientific essentialism only offers necessary dispositional properties to natural kinds, but if 
Ellis’s ontology is changed to view natural kinds as property clusters, then we can incorporate artifacts 
into Sankey’s framework. This requires that all natural kinds are property clusters, an assumption made 
by Kornblith. With property clusters replacing natural kinds as the main ontological force of Sankey’s 
solution, (HPC) and (HPC’) are the type of demonstrative inferences that Sankey could justify without 
circularity. (HPC): 
1) P is a property cluster 
2) Property cluster P, as a result of relationship of its parts, necessarily possesses properties a, b, 
and c 
 
3) P necessarily has properties a, b, and c 
 
Alternatively, if the inference is studying the interaction between property clusters (HPC’): 
1) P and Q are members of property clusters 
2) Property clusters P and Q, as a result of relationship of their parts, necessarily interact to 
produce effect A 
 
3) P and Q’s interaction will necessarily produce effect A 
 
Because I changed the predictive unit from natural kinds to property clusters, I need to change the 
postulates on which I base Sankey’s solution. Specifically, this expansion of Sankey’s program requires 
the replacement of every instance of “natural kind” in the above postulates with “homeostatic property 
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cluster,” the addition of a fourth postulate defining what a homeostatic property cluster is, and a fifth 
postulate retaining Ellis’s natural kinds of processes: 
1) Every object in nature is a homeostatic property cluster or is composed of homeostatic property 
clusters 
2) The behavior of nature is the result of the necessary properties of homeostatic property 
clusters—not because of interaction between homeostatic property clusters and laws of nature 
3) Every kind of homeostatic property cluster possesses certain properties necessarily, including 
dispositional properties 
The new postulates are: 
4) Every emergent dispositional property of a homeostatic property cluster involves a natural kind 
of process. 
5) The essential properties of a homeostatic property cluster are those that emerge in virtue of the 
interaction between the property cluster’s constituent parts.  
 
These postulates are potentially less resilient to attack than my original set that postulates part of Ellis’s 
ontology. I advance both sets because, if this set overreaches and is disproven, Sankey’s solution can still 
sit on a more conservative set of assumptions. I, however, believe that the homeostatic property cluster 
view of natural kinds is quite plausible. But, since my goal is to defend Sankey, not to defend the views 
Sankey uses, I will not attempt to defend the homeostatic property cluster view against attack.  
These postulates alter the account of homeostatic property clusters that Kornblith defends. 
Kornblith does not weigh in the debate between a two-part nature and Ellis’s scientific essentialism, and 
I change homeostatic property clusters to be compatible with Ellis’s ontology. While property clusters 
have essential properties according to Kornblith, dispositional properties are not necessarily among the 
essential properties. Therefore, Kornblith allows that nature may be an interaction between intrinsic 
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properties of natural kinds and laws of nature to produce extrinsic dispositional properties. The second 
of the above postulates place dispositional properties among the intrinsic properties of a property 
cluster so that kinds may have causal powers necessarily. 
The fourth postulate is added to secure the demonstrability of certain inferences. As I understand 
Boyd’s property clusters, they only refer to objects, not processes. While certain processes are more 
complicated versions of other processes, such as a single sine wave compared to the waveform of a 
song, there do not seem to be any novel properties emerging out of more complicated combinations of 
processes. Because I cannot count causal processes as property clusters, but they still have predictive 
power, their existence must be postulated in addition to the existence of property clusters. The 
postulate holds that when property clusters act in a predictable way, they are objects engaging in a 
natural kind of process. Having necessary dispositional properties is not sufficient for natural necessity 
unless the processes attached to the dispositions also have necessary behavior. Assuming that there are 
events in nature that happen with one hundred percent regularity in identical situations, the fact that 
property clusters have necessary dispositional processes is not enough to account for the event’s 
necessity—the causal processes themselves have to have necessary behavior as well. Salt may have the 
necessary disposition to dissolve in water and water may have the necessary disposition to dissolve salt, 
but if the process of salt dissolution does not necessarily dissolve salt, then the initiation of the process 
does not guarantee that the salt will dissolve.   
 With these postulates, we can have predictive power over a property of a property cluster if and 
only if the property is an emergent property from the clustering or the property is accidental but 
necessarily tied to an emergent property. All properties that arise out of the homeostatic relationship 
are necessary, even if they are dispositions that only take place a certain frequency of the time that the 
property cluster is exposed to the triggering phenomenon. A property cluster disposed to react to a 
certain stimuli can have that disposition necessarily even if it does not react every time it encounters the 
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stimuli. The necessary disposition would therefore be to necessarily react x% of the time. Accidental 
properties are those that do not emerge from the clustering, but if accidental properties are somehow 
tied to necessary properties, then we can also predict some things about that accidental property. For 
instance, the temperature of water is not determined by the clustering and so is accidental. The 
temperature of water is, however, connected to the emergent disposition of water to freeze, so 
inferences can predict water’s temperature when it is connected to water’s state of matter.  
 Because property clusters are the predictable units, SNP or Broad SNP cannot be used if the 
second set of postulates is adopted. We need to adjust Nicod’s principle accordingly, creating Property 
Cluster Nicod’s Principle (PCN): 
In the absence of counterexamples, every F is G is confirmed by an F that is a G if and only if F 
and G are (1) homeostatic property clusters, (2) emergent properties of property clusters, or (3) 
one is an emergent property and the other is an accidental property necessarily connected to 
the emergent property. 
Broad PCN: 
In the absence of counter examples, the observation of an event entailed by the proposed 
emergent properties or connection between emergent property and accidental property of a 
property cluster confirms the existence of a property cluster with those properties. 
 
PCN is certainly not pretty, but it creates a more precise account of the success of inductive inferences 
than the alteration of Nicod’s principle that Quine originally proposed. The Raven’s paradox can 
therefore be avoided because “non-black” and “non-raven” are not property clusters, emergent 
properties, or accidental properties tied to emergent properties. We cannot confirm that all ravens are 
black by observing a white shoe. Similarly, when considering natural kinds with SNP, non-black and non-
raven are not natural kinds or properties of natural kinds.  
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 Moreover, black is not a property cluster, so all ravens are necessarily black if and only if black is 
an emergent property or tied to an emergent property of raven-hood.  Assuming that no one had ever 
seen a non-black raven, there is abundant evidence from homeostatic property clusters similar to ravens 
that feather colors are not an emergent property of birds, and feather color appears to be an accidental 
property of birds. Language is tricky here, because it seems strange to say that feather color does not 
emerge from the constituent parts of a raven. Black feathers are not emergent properties, because they 
do not emerge from the homeostatic relationship keeping the raven alive. Having a pulse, on the other 
hand, emerges out of the homeostatic relationship between hearts, blood cells, and veins. Using a 
better example, confirming the theory that all water molecules are made up of atoms cannot be tested 
by non-molecules or non-water because neither are property clusters or emergent properties of a 
property cluster. 
 Despite the added strength gained by using property clusters, this expansion does not solve the 
problem of identifying the essential properties of property clusters. It does, however, change the cause 
of the problem. If the behavior of a property cluster depends on the interaction of its constituent parts, 
then understanding of complex property clusters relies on understanding of more fundamental property 
clusters. Because the most fundamental units of physics are yet to be understood and every property 
cluster is based off of fundamental particles, the exact behavior of every property cluster will remain out 
of reach until the most fundamental links are understood. Even then, complete understanding of 
property clusters could only trickle up to more complex kinds of clusters if physicists are certain that 
they have identified every property of the most fundamental things and we have discovered a way to 
algorithmically take the properties of a cluster’s constituents and derive the cluster’s emergent 
properties. The behavior of property clusters can be discovered in a piecemeal fashion with each field 
observing different levels of complexity, but it will potentially not be as complete as an examination 
from the bottom-up. 
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 The Grue paradox can be dissolved using both property clusters and natural kinds. The Grue 
paradox is the worry that the predicates we use to describe the world do not align with the properties 
the world actually has. We may be gerrymandering nature by lumping “green” and “blue” into separate 
categories even though nature is actually composed of things that are “bleen” and “grue.” A principle of 
uniformity capable of dissolving the Grue paradox needs some way to differentiate between projectable 
predicates, e.g., green, and non-projectable predicates, e.g., grue. In the case of natural kinds, 
projectable predicates are predicates that match up with the intrinsic properties of natural kinds. In the 
case of property clusters, projectable predicates are the ones that match up with the emergent 
properties of the clusters. 
 If we observed an emerald floating freely in space without any accidental properties, the 
emerald would be green. Ellis holds that because greenness is intrinsic to emeralds, greenness is a 
necessary property of all emeralds. If we suddenly discover blue emeralds, the blue emeralds and the 
green emeralds have different intrinsic properties. Since intrinsic properties of a natural kind are their 
necessary properties according to scientific realism, the blue emeralds and the green emeralds are not 
the same natural kind. Even if we stop observing green emeralds at time t and start observing objects 
identical to emeralds except that they are blue, emeralds are not grue. Instead, at time t, we started 
observing entities discreet from emeralds with different intrinsic properties. 
 While this argument holds for property clusters, property clusters offer a different avenue to 
chip away at the paradox. At this point in the progress of science, we understand why the properties of 
emeralds emerge from the crystal structure of their constituent molecules. The constituent atoms have 
necessary properties that interact to form molecules with necessary properties that interact to form 
gems with necessary properties. Emeralds and rubies have, as the necessary result of their constituent 
parts, the disposition to reflect light of a certain wavelength. To argue then that the color of observed 
rubies or emeralds would differ after some arbitrary point of time would require that we accept that 
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certain emergent properties the gems have are not necessary. Specifically, grue gems would require that 
the emergent property green is not a necessary property of emeralds, which contradicts the second set 
of postulates. Therefore, the assumptions of the Grue paradox are incompatible with the postulates 
being considered here, and we can rest easy knowing the world is not populated by grues. 
 When tinkered with, Sankey’s solution offers insight into a number of traditional problems 
plaguing inductive inferences. First, it offers a way to adjust Nicod’s principle to only confirm inferences 
that regard entities with predictable behavior. The various adjusted versions of Nicod’s principle have 
impact on enumerative induction and hypothetico-deductivism, putting the methods on a more explicit 
footing. Second, the framework set out by Sankey offers a way to grant predictive power to certain 
artifacts. Third, it provides a way to dissolve the grue paradox by arguing that blue emeralds are not the 
same natural kind as green emeralds. The ability of Sankey’s solution to form demonstrative inferences 
hinges on future epistemic positions dissolving the identity problem, but for now, I remain optimistic. 
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Conclusion 
 Having gotten this far, I cannot claim that I have proven that we can justify inductive inferences 
that logically guarantee their conclusion. Howard Sankey’s solution to Hume’s problem of induction in 
“Induction and Natural Kinds” provides a framework for building demonstrative inferences by combining 
the work of Kornblith, Ellis, and the position of scientific realism, but a number of issues prevent us from 
knowing whether or not the solution’s inferences are sound. The problem of identifying a kind’s 
necessary properties proves to be an ampliative step, because we cannot know for sure if we have 
identified all of the necessary properties of a natural kind or property cluster. Sankey’s original position 
is circular because it assumes the success of induction to justify the success of induction, and the 
postulates by which I justify his position are not provable in principle.  
 Despite these problems, I think Sankey’s solution is worth trying to save. The postulates I 
propose are mild ontological assumptions, and if the solution is expanded to cover property clusters, the 
solution may be able to justify demonstrative inferences about artifacts. Also, the identity problem may 
be solved by future epistemic work because my postulates do not lock the solution into a specific 
epistemological position. Unlike solutions like Russell’s or the Humean two-part nature held by some 
contemporary philosophers, Ellis’s ontology corresponds with the view of nature that science has been 
uncovering. Contrary to a Humean view of nature, patterns in nature occur because of the intrinsic 
dispositional properties of things found in nature, not because laws of nature interact with the intrinsic 
properties of those things. In addition, Hypothetico-deductivism has proven to be a powerful method of 
forming inductive inferences in practice, but the method has a few problems in theory. Hypothetico-
deductivism allows incorrect theories to be confirmed when conjoined to correct theories, and the 
method falls victim to the Grue paradox. If conjoining hypothetico-deductivism with another 
philosophical position irons out either of those two problems, then ramifications on scientific 
advancement could be quite profound. As I have demonstrated, Sankey’s position clears up what 
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generalizations are law-like and offers a way to dissolve the Grue paradox. While I cannot offer a 
demonstrative argument for Sankey’s solution, it has promise, and it should be considered an 
encouraging step towards justifying our tendency to learn from our past experiences.  
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